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ABSTRACT
This thesis is a survey of the various mechanisms that could possibly
prove to be suitable for use as a steering engine for a ship. An initial
investigation narrowed the field to the four most promising systems.
These were a hydraulic piston operating a rapson slide, a hydraulic rotary
vane actuator, a harmonic gear drive, and a ball bearing screw operating
a rapson slide. This group was analyzed In detail to minimize weight by
optimization of their system parameters and, for the new proposals, to
determine feasibility. A control response analysis as well as an inves-
tigation of compatibility with the overall ship system was part of the
feasibility study.
The results of this analysis are summarized as follows. The
hydraulic piston design was optimized with respect to weight by use of
the parameter p/fa . It was determined from this that high hydraulic
pressures were desirable, and, as a result of their use, this was found
to be the lightest and most efficient system. The rotary vane actuator
was found to be attractive because of its simplicity, but it was the
heaviest of the proposals. The harmonic gear was found to be the most
promising of all the gear reducer drives, and a feasible configuration
was developed. However, it was relatively heavy and had the lowest
efficiency of the group. Its high compliance reduced the natural
frequency of the rudder to the point where vibration of the rudder and
hull were possible. The ball bearing screw design was found to be light
in weight and reasonably efficient. However, it was found to be un-
feasible for the high torque range because adequate lifetime could not
be obtained due to manufacturing restrictions which limit the maximum
available size.
Thesis Supervisor: Herbert H. Richardson
Title: Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering
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In the recent past we have seen the development of effective auto-
matic steering control equipment and the continuing research into hull
response and turning behavior. These are evolutionary steps forward in
the solution of the problem of providing the most efficient directional
control for ships.
Yet in this same period there has been relatively little change in
the steering engine itself. This stagnation has been due mainly to the
emergence many years ago of the electro-hydraulic system as markedly
superior to all of the other then existing types. The resulting well
Justified reputation of excellent performance and reliability has
generated not only a reluctance to change but also a reluctance to
investigate and develop new systems. Certainly the first of these is
understandable, but the second cannot be logically defended. It was
f 11
challenged by Butterfield more than ten years ago; and since then the
rotary vane, one of the systems that he recommended, has gained some




ment of a new high pressure rapson slide system in Eng and and a rack
and pinion electro-hydraulic system in this country.
In view of these developments and other recent advances in technology
it seems appropriate at this time to conduct a survey of the possible
methods of meeting the requirements of a rudder actuator. It Is the
purpose of this paper to compare several possible proposals as to
feasibility, weight and space. Although the cost is certainly a prime
consideration in the selection of a steering engine, it is considered
to be beyond the scope of the Investigation proposed In this paper.
I
Brown Bros, and Co., Edinburgh, 5000 psi Ram Type Steering Engine
RECENT STEERING ENGINE DESIGNS
bearing pads





It is presumed here that an adequate rudder exists and that an
appropriate steering control system on the bridge provides rudder angle
orders to the steering engine. Other than requiring that the various
steering engines proposed be compatible with existing rudders and steer-
ing control systems, this paper makes no investigation of those areas.
It became clear very early that a completely analytic investigation
of so broad a field wa3 not possible. It was therefore decided that the
most profitable approacn would be to investigate the moderately high
torque range and then attempt to indicate the trend of the results when
they are extended into the torque ranges above and below. A rudder stock
torque requirement of five million inch pounds was arbitrarily selected.
As the investigation proceeded, it became necessary to estimate
the order of magnitude of the characteristics of the rudder and stock
with respect to dimensions, stiffness, inertia, and damping. Accordingly
the rudder in Fig. I was selected with the torque curves shown in Pig.
II. These torques were computed in the standard manner suggested by
[41Taplin including all corrections and using the data of Feblner and
Wicker . The physical inertia and stiffness of the structure was
estimated from the dimensions and scantlings and is given in Appendix
I. Estimation of the virtual Inertia and damping was found to be most
easily done by using Appendix I of Paster and Abkowitz's study on
torpedo design . It was assumed that the angular velocities used
are low enough that the Theordorsen oscillatory correction factor can
be taken as 1. These calculations are also included in Appendix I.
It is to be emphasized that this rudder is intended to indicate















TORQUE CURVES AND RUDDER STOCK
ship speed 27 knots






million inch pound torque rudder. It is recognized that the values
obtained could be an order of magnitude different in some other rudder
of the same torque. Nevertheless, it is possible to draw some valid
general conclusions from tnis rudder if appropriate consideration is
taken of these possible variations.
The required rudder rate is specified to be 2 1/3 '/sac which
corresponds to .39 rpm or hard over to hard over of 70* in 30 seconds.
f 71
This choice is based on the recommendations of Eda and Crane as being
the most probable optimum value for most ships. The maximum rudder angle
required was arbitrarily selected as 35°. It is recognized that higher
rudder rates and maximum angles might be desired. Accordingly it is
further required that the proposed systems be adaptable to using these
higher values. The required accuracy of the steering engine control
system is that the rudder be positioned to within one fourth of a degree
T81
of the ordered rudder angle, i.e. static error equals .25 .
As the analyses progressed It became necessary to specify the
manner in which rudder stock torque varied with rudder angle. Examina-
tion of the results of several maneuvering trials reveals that rudder
torques and ram pressures are erratic and as yet unpredictable with any
accuracy. Furthermore designs vary ifidely and in many cases maximum
torque is reached in the astern condition at considerably less than
F91
maximum rudder angles: . In the ahead condition the heaviest loadings
f 101
are often generated in going from hard over to hard over . For the
purposes of this study it is entirely adequate to represent rudder
torque as a simple linear function of rudder angle. Deviations from







since the power sources used in die proposed systems are essentially
constant speed devices under load the variations in rudder rate are
expected to be small.
la two of the systems proposed, the problem arose of predicting
the expected lifetime of anti-friction bearings. That is the system had
to be designed such that the expected lifetime was satisfactory. In
these cases, the present Bureau of Ships criteria of a lifetime of 50,000
hours at 51% of maximum load was used. The derivation of this criteria
together with a general discussion concerning it are included in
Appendix II.
For the purposes of this study it is presumed that the primary source
of power to the engine will be electrical and that this will be in the
form of 440 volts, three phase, alternating current. Thus if a proposed
system requires direct current, the weight and characteristics of the
rectification system used must be included in the analysis. This require-
ment is imposed in order to standardize the analysis and hopefully make
it pertinent to a wider variety of ships.
The problem is then defined as one of comparing the designs of an
automatic position control device with an arc of travel of 70f and an
accuracy of .25* static error which uses 440 volts A.C. electrical power
to produce five million inch pounds of torque on a shaft turning at .39
rpm. That is; a high torque, low speed, electrically powered, position
servo.
The types of mechanisms which could possibly meet the requirements
of the problem are divided into three general categories- In the analysis
section of the paper, each of these categories is examined and the most
promising systems in each category are selected for further investigation.

- 8 -
The equations for the operation and weight of each system so selected
are derived and examined, and some attempt is made at optimizing their
parameters. Then a design is worked out and weights and operating
characteristics are estimated. In Chapter IV the results of these
analyses are compared and discussed. The conclusions of Chapter V are






The mechanisms which will be investigated may be grouped into three
general categories. The first of these is the direct acting electromagnetic
devices which can be treated quickly. The next category is that of the
electro-hydraulic machines. Two of these will be considered. They are
the rotary vane actuator and the linear actuator or piston and cylinder
driving through either a rapson slide, a tiller and linkage or a rack and
pinion. The final category is the electro-mechanical machines. Although
each of these devices may incorporate a hydraulic pump-motor transmission
for control purposes, they are distinct from the previous category in that
the low speed, high torque is produced principally by mechanical means.
Three general types of these will be considered. They are gear reducer
drives, the ball bearing screw actuator, and hydrostatic bearing drives.
3.1 DIRECT ACTING ELECTRO-MAGNETIC
The definition of the problem suggests that the first category of
devices that should be investigated is direct acting electro-magnetic
devices. These could take the physical form of a giant synchroraotor, a
D.C. motor, or an open squirrel cage motor all attached directly to the
rudder stock. In order to get the required torque, enormous windings
would have to be employed which, in addition to their great weight and
size, would consume large amounts of power in resistive heating. This not
only produces low efficiency but a large heat removal problem as well.
And, of course, the D.C. devices would have to have their rectifiers.
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Of the three, the most hopeful might be the open squirrel cage shown In
ure IV which requires no rectifier and whose radius might be extended
to the point where the required electromagnetic forces were within reason.
However, the radius required would be excessively large, and even then the
system would be heavier and less efficient then existing ones.
Actually this whole category could have been dismissed immediately by
considering the fact that electro-magnetic devices operate most efficiently
as low torque high speed machines. This is, of course, the diametric
opposite of the requirements of this application. One further implication
of this is that if electric motors are used, it will be to drive oil pumps,
gear trains, etc. which convert its high speed, low torque to the low speed,




Although the analyses of the various proposed systems in general includes
a feasibility study, it is clear that in view of the performance record of
the electro-hydraulic piston and cylinder such a study would be redundant.
However, a weight and space optimization study is a pertinent area of interest.
The general procedure to be used is to attempt to optimize the system with
regard to weight, and then examine the effects of this optimization on space.
Although limited ship, it is necessary to arbitrarily divide the problem




OPEN SQUIRREL CAGE MOTOR
3 phase
windings
copper bars embedded In rotor face
rudder
stock
windings would be frequency regulated to
bring the syncronous speed down to low values
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The linear actuator was divided into 3 components; the piston and
cylinder, the pump, and the shaft turning device. The weight optimization
procedure will be to first write the equations of operation of the various
components of the system. Then the weight equations will be written where
possible. These equations will be examined as to the relationships of
their parameters. Then the weight optimization problem for the combined
system can be defined and a solution attempted.
3.2.1.1 Piston and Cylinder
An appropriate point at which to start the analysis is to consider
the piston and cylinder. The best mathematical model to use for calcu-
lating stresses in hydraulic cylinders is that of the "thick walled"
cylinder. This will apply to the broadest range of cylinders, since at
lew pressures it will reduce to the case of the "thin walled" cylinder.
Further, it is shown in the following analysis that representation by a
simple hoop stress calculation does not yield meaningful results.
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FIGURE V


















Y specific weight of steel
Y * specific weight of oil
o
a - yield stress
y
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differentiate with respect to pressure
F
W - -
-f [2t (Y +Y )+Y *] + (4)
p
This has no maximum or minimum with p. It can be seen from equation (3)
that W goes down monotonically with increasing p due to lower oil weight
and end weights. This is not born out by practice so a better model is
needed. Next try the thick wall cylinder model.
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Piston area is related to F by the equation
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Now consider F as a given constant and then try to find the minimum
weight for the piston and cylinder. The equation of the weight of
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a is a constant which depends on the supports and which would be different
for the end and for the piston. From the Catalog of Results, Chapter IV
of reference [11], a .75 for clamped edge with pressure loading. It
has higher values for centrally supported pressure loaded plates. A
reasonable average value for the piston and the fixed end might be o 1.
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Having calculated the radial and tangential stresses in the cylinder, an
appropriate strength theory must be selected to calculate a
max
The Hencky-Von Mises Shear Energy Theory was chosen because it
generally gives the best results for the reasonably ductile steels being
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This equation is in a slightly awkward form, but attempts to reduce it
to a function of p only by appropriate simplifications were unsuccessful,
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then C(k4-2k2+l) - 3k4+l (20)
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2 C*"\/4C-3k » r^r— must use + sign or else k will be less (21)
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Rewriting the weight equation in non-dimensional form
W
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The first term on the right may be rewritten as
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Plots of this equation for varying values of the non-dimensional end thick-
ness, non-dimensional pressure and non-dimensional weight are given in
Figure (VI). The calculations of these curves are given in Appendix III.
Theoretically this weight equation could have been optimized with
respect to pressure by setting the partial differential with respect to
p equal to zero. This would have yielded an equation for optimum p in
terms of the other variables fa , t and I, However, this would have
y e
given no information about the shape of the curves near the minimum nor
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about the behavior of the variables in general. For this reason it was
decided to plot the equation from which the following general conclusions
may be drawn.
a) Curves are flat in vicinity of minimums.
b) The minimum value decreases with decreasing t /£, but t /& is
e e
determined by F , fo , and t. That is, it is determined by the appli-
cation except for the value of fc .
c) Can choose fo by taking a pressure, say 5000 psi, and then
trying to get, say, 5 or 10% up from the minimumpoint. Then plug this
into the t /& equation. Note that increasing fo in this way from that
corresponding to the mln p/fo value will decrease t /& but its effect
is very weak.
d) As fo goes down, the actual weight goes up proportionally
because of the fo term in the non-dimensional weight coefficient.
However, generally desire o as low as possible primarily for cost con-
siderations which, although alluded to here, will not be investigated.
e) Note the effect of increasing i is to lower t 1% but this effect
is not as large as its effect on C which causes weight to go up pro-
portionally with i.
f) The effect of increasing F is to cause t 1% to increase weakly
and C to increase linearly. Therefore, a proportional increase in F
will cause more increase in weight than will the same increase in length.
3.2.1.4 Hydraulic Pumps
Design of hydraulic pumps is an extremely complicated business which
is heavily dependent on empirical considerations particularly in the area
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of estimating wear life under different applications. It is actually
a science unto itself, and, as such, it is beyond the scope of this
investigation.
The approach used here was to obtain data from several manufactures
and then plot this in the form of weight versus flow rate for several
pressures. For a given pressure, weight goes up linearly with flow
rate Q. The points on these lines which meet the requirements of this
application can be located. Then with some luck, an analytic approxi-
mation might be obtainable for the curve through these points. Initial
[131
results obtained by plotting data on Vickers pumps in Figure (VII)
were encouraging. It is to be emphasized that the curve drawn does not
represent the weights that would be obtained if existing equipment were
used. However, an analytic expression is desired to facilitate the
system weight analysis, and the curve does represent the weights that
could be expected if pumps were custom built for this application using
the same design parameters as the existing pumps.
As soon as the data from other manufacturers ' ' was plotted,
also shown in Fig. (VII), it became apparent that there was far more
weight dependence on manufacturer than on pressure. Evidently improve-
ments in technology have permitted the new family of high speed 5000 psi
pumps to be designed with considerably lower weights. Figure (VII)
suggests that a more realistic approach to this problem would be to
locate those existing pumps which have the required capacity for this
application, and then consider weight as a constant independent of
pressure in the range of applicability of those pumps. It is clear from
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Fig. (VII) that no penalty need be Incurred in pump weight in going to
5000 psi pressures.
3.2.1.5 Tiller and Linkage, Rapson Slide, and Rack and Pinion
The equations governing the operation of these devices are derived
in Appendix IV using the notation shown in Fig. VIII. It is of interest
to compare the length of travel for these three devices. For maximum
rudder angle G « 35 , travel is equal to
m
2T
Tiller and linkage - ~ (.7) (25)
P
2T
Raps on slide j- (.47) (26)
P
2T
Rack and pinion " p (1.221) (27)
P
It can be seen that the travel of the rapson slide is markedly
shorter for the same maximum torque T and piston force F . The cylinder
length I equals the travel, and it has already been noted that decreasing
I will decrease cylinder weight. For this reason the rapson slide is
chosen for further analysis. In addition to the above consideration,
the tiller and linkage and rack and pinion by themselves are equal to or
heavier in weight than the rapson slide. The details of this are given
at the end of Appendix VI.
Although the weight of a rapson slide can be calculated, it is
important to know what parameters should be varied in order to yield the
most meaningful results. This requires a careful evaluation of the problem
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Force Diagram for Tiller and Linkage








Force Diagram for Rack and Pinion
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from the viewpoint of the system as a whole.
3.2.1.6 Problem Definition and Solution
The weight optimization problem for the complete system must now
be accurately defined so that the procedure required to perform the
optimization can be determined.
Divide weight optimization into 3 parts: (a) crosshead and linkage
group, (b) cylinder and piston, (c) pump. Consider T as given and hence
constant for the problem.
(a) Weight of crosshead and linkage is a function of piston force,
travel length and crosshead radius
W, . » f(F ,£,R)(also others as fa , rudder stock diameter) (28)
\ ™/ if J
2
but (F )(i) m constant - 2T tan8 cos 9 (29)
p max max
and I R2 tan6 (30)
max
therefore W f'(R,fo ) (31)
a y
Note that it can be made independent of system pressure.
(b) Weight of cylinder and piston is a function of F , it, p, fo , r ,
k, and t .
e
t = f(F ,fo ) - f(l,fcr ) - f(R,fo) (32)
•
e p y y y
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(c) Weight of pump3» f(p,Q)
but p x Q constant. Therefore W f (p) or f (Q) (38)
and the total weight, W^ - W, v+W.-.+W, x is a function of two independentt (a) (b; (c)
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If it is recalled that pump weight can be considered constant, the
solution of equation (40) reduces to determining the optimum pressure for
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optimum -jp— from Fig. VI as discussed in section 1.2.2.
a
y
In order to solve equation (41), the weight equation for the piston
and cylinder must be converted from the variable A to the variable R, the
nominal radius of the rapson slide. In other words, the general equation
for cylinder weight must be specialized to the parameters involved in this
particular application.
Going back to equation (24) for the weight of the piston and cylinder,
the first term on the right-hand side is:
's irfo I s
y
but from Appendix IV
F I « J (cos
2
6 +.2 sine cos6 )2R tan6 (42)pRm mm m
2
Define (cos 6 +.2 sine cose ) - ty (43)m mm
2T<|<tane
Then F - : a (44)
p I
Substitute into the above to obtain
I-S V-~
2TtRane y
[2(1 Tf) V r + ~J (A5)T
s irfo r Ts
3 3 3
I 8R tan 6 (also from Appendix IV) (46)
m















The non-dimensional group here is r
to RJ
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The whole expression for cylinder and piston weight is /-% ,
4 /4fV
.tf3+ v - 7^-3
Wfo *<* Y i I—izr y to p
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This equation is plotted in Pig. (IX) for several variations of the non-
dimensional parameters.
In order to solve the partial differential equation (41) with respect
to R, it is necessary to determine the variation in weight of the rapson
slide with R. Each component of this system can be examined qualitatively
and the expected trend of its weight variation with R predicted. However,
since the weights of these components often vary in opposite directions,
the net sum of the variations is not apparent. It is therefore necessary
to actually calculate the weight of several possible rapson slides for
different R values. These calculations are in Appendix V and the results
shown ou Fig^ix) . For the purposes of these calculations, a design was
chosen which would simplify somewhat the calculations, incorporate the most
important features desired in good design* and still give meaningful results
£b!
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This design is shown in Fig. (XI). Some recent designs 1 have used a
single unit tiller with the bearing pads located externally in a yoke
and collar device as opposed to the slot design used here. (See Fig.
(I)). This system has two disadvantages. The first is that the tiller
arm must have a narrow depth which means that it is not a very efficient
type of beam to withstand the high bending moments imposed upon it. The
second 16 that this arrangement requires an inordinately large yoke and
collar.
Use of two split Tiller arms appears to provide the best way of
balancing the forces on the crosshead pin and the bearing blocks. End
plates to carry the load to the otherwise unloaded arm are considered
essential to the design. Transverse stiffners appear to be the most
efficient way of supplying the required rigidity to the flange which
serves as the bearing surface. It is lighter in weight than merely
thickening that flange.
A cross bar is used to take up the transverse reaction force (F_)
of the slide. This allows the use of an I beam shape to carry the bend-
ing load rather than the less efficient circular cross section of the rod.
This also allows the rod and yoke to be designed for compressive stress
and column buckling only. One of the advantages of this is that it
permits the use of smaller diameter pistons and cylinders associated
with higher pressures without having to restrict this diameter in order
to get a large enough ram to carry the bending moment produced by FR .
Also In higher pressure units, the seals become a critical item, and it
Is desirable in their design to have as little deflection and side loading
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as possible. One further advantage is that this permits the use of
double acting pistons in the cylinder. Curves similar to Fig. (IX)
may be calculated for the double acting piston and the weights compared.
It is expected that this would lead to a lighter design. Although the
added complexity of this arrangement is probably unwarranted in the
low torque range, it appears well worth the effort in large units. In
actual practice a tapered beam design would be used. That is the depth
of the beam would be reduced at the end. This has the desirable effect
of reducing the clearances so that shorter rods can be used. Although
this is standard in most slotted designs it was not used here because
of computational complexity.
Inspection of Fig.(xi) leads to the following observations and
conclusions.
(a) Total percentage charge is small (8,3%).
(b) Weight decreases Irregularly with R.to a shallow minimum at
about R - 40.
(c) At about R » 40, unsupported lengths of component parts get
long enough to get into buckling instabilities, hence this weight is not
obtainable in actuality. From this point on, weights will begin to rise
due to stiffening required to prevent buckling (in addition to that shown).
(d) Minimum point is not clear and in general will depend on the
details of the particular design.
(e) Weight of piston and cylinder decreases with increasing R
(from Fig. IX). Hence the optimum from a weight point-of-view is at
that R where heavy additional stiffeners are required to prevent buckling
in members.
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(£) Maximum weight reduction that can be obtained in going from
minimum R (most compact design) to optimum R appears to be only about
102.
(g) Weights will go down if rudder stock is larger than 24".
Onset of buckling will occur at a larger R. Reduction in weight by
optimizi will be a smaller percentage. However, overall weight will
be less.
3.2.1.7 Summary of Weights
The weights for the piston and cylinders are worked out from Fig. XI
in Appendix V. The weight of the drive motor and hydraulic pump are also
calculated and the results of those calculations are summarized below.
R - 19
Rapson slide 1791
Piston and cylinder 986
Hydraulic pump, etc. 310
Drive motor 360
R - 25 R - 30 R - 40 R - 50
1743 1672 1627 1637
864 840 790 768
310 310 310 310
360 360 360 360
Totals 3,447 lbs 3,277 lbs 3,182 lbs 3,087 lbs 3,075 lbs
The above calculation was carried out using a value of fo - 17,500 psi
If a steel with a value of fa « 35,000 psi were used, the following piston
and cylinder weights result.
R • 19 R - 25 R - 30 R - 40 R » 50
497 lbs 466 lbs 437 lbs 396 lbs 384 lbs
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These very low values for the piston and cylinder result from the
high pressures used. For instance, if pressure is doubled, the piston
area is halved, but the diameter is reduced by a factor of 4. This
rapid reduction in diameter produces the dramatically light weights
seen above. The higher pressure does not result in very much thicker
tube walls. This is because the thickness equation works out to be a
fixed percentage of diameter for a given pressure. Therefore, if
diameter is decreased, there is a reduction in thickness to offset the
higher percentage due to the higher pressure. The rapson slide is seen
to be quite an efficient device resulting in only a twenty-five
horsepower drive motor.
3.2.2 ROTARY VANE ACTUATOR
3.2.2.0 General
The rotary vane actuator steering engine has many attractive features,
foremost among which is that it is the simplest mechanical device that
will do the job. Along with this inherent simplicity goes ruggedness
,
shock resistance, compactness, and ease of installation, maintenance,
and operation. Its only major defect is that it is extremely difficult
to seal adequately and as a result, these units usually have high leakage
rates. There is such a long length of periphery around the vanes that
seals with a leakage rate per unit length that would be acceptable in
other hydraulic devices produce a total leakage rate that is too large
in the rotary vane actuator. On the other hand, making the seals too
tight in an effort to reduce the leakage, produces large friction forces
which give the unit high "breakout" or no load starting torque and low
ttluBi > baa no38lq viil lol aat;J 3V BBBiiT
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efficiency under operation. Thus it can be seen that the seals are
the critical part of the rotary vane actuator design, and in fact, much
of the recent popularity of the device is attributable to engineering
progress in this area.
Leakage flow in positive displacement hydraulic components can
generally be divided into two types of fluid flow. The first is flow
between parallel flat plates for which the flow rate is directly pro-
portional to pressure. The second is orifice flow in which the flow
[19]
rate can be expected to vary roughly as the square root of pressure.
The leakage in a rotary vane actuator is a combination of these two
types, and so it would be expected that the flow rate would vary as the
pressure raised to some power between a half and one. However, recent
efforts in the industry have been able to reduce the leakage well below
this, and in the case shown in Fig. (XII), the leakage rate can be seen
to approach a function of pressure raised to only the .3 power. One of
the methods of achieving this reduction in leakage is to design the seals
so that as the pressure rises, it acts to close the clearance distance
through which the leakage can flow. This means that at low pressures
the leakage rate increases faster than at high pressures, but this is
acceptable because at these low pressures the total leakage is still
within reasonable bounds. Another advantage of this type of seal is
that it reduces the no load starting torque.
It can be seen from Fig. (XIII) that at higher pressures the leakage
rate is more accurately represented in terms of exponentionals . It is
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leakage rates must continue to rely heavily on empirical data. There
appears to be no technical reason that maximum operating pressures
cannot be extended to the 5000 psi range should this ever prove desirable.
It also seems reasonable to expect that the leakage characteristics
could be obtained by extrapolation from lower pressure ranges. There
is also no technical reason that these actuators cannot be built in the
several million inch pound torque range. In these higher torque ranges
some improvement in leakage rate might be expected. This is because one
of the major factors in leakage control is manufacturing tolerances of
the parts. These remain substantially the same even though overall size
of the unit increases. Thus the leakage would be a lower percentage for
[19]
the larger unit. In addition, there is more space available in the
larger unit permitting the installation of more elaborate seals and other
design refinements not practicable in the smaller units.
There are other ramifications of the leakage problem which merit
attention. The power consumed in pumping the leakage through a rotary
vane actuator is the product of the pressure times the volume rate of
leakage flow. Thus the power loss in leakage rises more rapidly than
pressure even though the leakage itself increases more slowly. The
application engineer is thus faced with the problem of deciding when
the power loss is "too much". It is a very difficult thing to say when
it is "better" to install a larger lower pressure unit with lower leakage
than a smaller higher pressure unit with its higher power loss.
There are several view points which can be taken in interpreting
what is meant by "better". From a weight point of view, it is probably
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"betcer" to go to higher pressures and accept the lower overall effi-
ciencies of the unit. This is because the hydraulic pump and its motor
are generally considerably smaller than the actuator. Another consid-
eration is the expected operating pattern that the unit will see. if
it will only be required to develop maximum torque a relatively small
percentage of its lifetime, then the high power losses become an
occasional occurrence and may be more easily tolerated.
3.2.2.1 Analysis
it is in order now to proceed with the mathematical analysis start-
ing with the bending moment at the base of the vanes which can be easily
calculated. From this the tension and shear stresses can be calculated
which can then be resolved Into the principal stresses. Then if the
Hencky-Von Mises shear energy strength theory is used, an expression
for the maximum permissible stress in the vane root can be calculated.
Nomenclature is given in Fig. (1XX).
If — < 1.5 and a fillet of radius % t is used, there will be less
than 7% stress concentration at the root.
Shear stress at the root is t « £~- = p(—
)
(50)
xy wt rN t
2
Stresses at top fiber are o 3p(-r) , a » -p
x t y
these stresses are now converted to principal stresses
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ROTARY VANE ACTUATOR NOMENCLATURE
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Torque T - 2ptw(| + j) - ptw(D+£) - pw(D£+i2 ) (58)
lfiT
Shaft torsional shear t —
r
(59)
If the maximum torsional shear is taken as x - .65 fa , then
max y
.65 fa - **£ (60)
16T 1/3




In general, calculation of this minimum diameter serves only as a
check because the diameter is usually dictated by other considerations.
The most economical design of these actuators is to attach it to the
already existing rudder stock. This is an example of the diameter being
determined by other considerations.
Calculation of the thickness and stresses in the fixed vanes depends
on the method of their attachment. If they are integral to the housing,
then they have the same formulas as the moving vanes. However, they
could be pegged to the end walls in which case they become beams. It is
probably safe to say that they are about the same size as the movable
vanes.
For cylinder walls and end plates, the same formulas apply as did
for the piston and cylinder calculations in the linear actuator section.
Basing weights on the above formulas will be low by a considerable
amount. This is because the required elaborate sealing system requires
c
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extensive space and weight. Therefore large fluctuations in weight can
be expected depending upon the type of seals used and other empirical
quantities such as manufacturing convenience and practices. However,
in spite of the inaccuracies involved, the use of these proposed weight
equations can be expected to show the trend of the weight with variations
in the parameters. Weight of vane
2
W
v * VWt * Ys / ^ <62 >






The equation for the overall weight of the rotary vane is
2
W - 4y lwt+Y *(R2-R2)w+2y *(R2 - T~) t





* 4 vanes + cylindrical shell + 2 ends + shaft + oil
D
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There are strong incentives to optimize with respect to length of
sealed periphery since leakage rate is directly proportional to it.










pt(D4.1) + 2*D (69)
Since I and D are independent, the following procedure may be used to
optimize periphery^ '
34 *
' (Dm2 ) 2
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< 70)
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From equation (70)
D+21 f (Dm 2 ) 2 (75)
Now substitute to eliminate D
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But D cannot be negative and therefore the minimum is not physically
realizable. The calculation does serve a useful purpose in Indicating
that the minimum D possible from other considerations will give minimum
leakage.
Notice that the periphery decreases with pressure because the size
of the vanes required to produce the given torque decreases. Thus
increasing pressure does produce some small effects which help to
reduce leakage rate. Notice also that the equation for optimum I does
not include D among its variables. Therefore this may be used as an
independent equation to replace £ In the overall weight equation. The
equation for D cannot be used for this purpose since it is physically
unobtainable. D must remain in the weight equation as a parameter
determined by the requirements of the application.
The weight equation can now be written in terms of the independent









optimum value of w, in terms of the remaining variables, can be
Ml
determined from the equation T* 0.
2




, (vV 4*2 V2*2*, p i 1/2
(81)
This value may be substituted back into the weight equation which
is now a variable of only p, fo , and D. This can be optimized with
respect to p/fo . That is the value of p/fo can be determined which
will give the minimum weight of the rotary vane actuator that has values
of I optimized to give minimum leakage rates. Unfortunately, the
equation is too unwieldy to be manipulated to determine this optimum
value of p/fo for values of D as was done in the case of the piston
and cylinder.
3.2.2.3 Problem Definition
At this point, it is important to define the problem in terms of
the variables. The weight of the system can be divided into three parts
They are (a) the rotary vane weight, (b) the pump weight, and (c) the
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shovn to be reduce able to a function of p, fo , and D. Now consider
pump weight. As has been shown in the section on linear actuators,
the best procedure is to select a pump that is applicable to the range
of interest and consider pump weight as constant in this range. How-
ever, in order to determine the range of interest, the volume flow
rate must be calculated. This depends strongly on the leakage rate
which can only be determined by knowing the pressure. The motor weight
is a direct function of horsepower. The power requirements can be
divided into two parts. The first is the power used in turning the
rudder and the second is the leakage power.









It is clear from the above definition of the problem that an analytic
approach to its solution is not possible. If it is recognized that for a
steering engine, the value of D for the rotary vane is usually determined
by consideration of factors not involving optimization, another approach
to the problem suggests itself. This method is to assume that D and v
are fixed and constant and then determine the optimum I and w to minimize
leakage for this combination. The definition of the problem is now to
minimize L subject to the constraints
P
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(A) T - p w(D+A) - constant
(B) p constant
(C) D - constant
Then the effect of p can be determined by calculations at several different
p's. Notice that I and w are no longer independent. Constraint (A) can
be substituted into the equation for periphery to give
AT
L - 84 + 9 + 2*D (83)P p(D£+0
The optimum I is now found by setting the differential to zero.
£ . . 8 . ix _u«^ (84)d* P (Dt+l2 ) 2
-***- . fe 42 (85)
(w-O
A 3 2 2 T TD4%2DlJ+DZA - - * - ~ - (86)
P ^P
This equation defines the optimum £. A similar equation can be found
for the optimum w. Proceed by solving equation (85) for I in terms of
v.
2 2 2 2
(1*2*) —*—r = (IH-2A) *-*rS- - &L. (87)
(DM) TZ r
315B: j (1+<1)w q * T (A)
3nB3»noD •» q (8)
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This equation defines the optimum w to minimize periphery. Unfor-
tunately the expressions for the optimums of both w and I are quartic
equations and an analytic solution is too unwieldy to warrant the effort.
Without solving them directly, use of Descarter Rule of Signs indicates
that there is only one positive real root for each equation. Therefore
the optimum values are physically realizable. The design procedure that
is suggested is to solve for optimum voiH, by trial and error, determine




Calculate design values for D - 24", p - 3000 and 5000 psi, and
fo. » 17500 as before.
y
5000 psi, w 7.78", I * 4.5", from equations 86 and 91
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* - 3 k - 1.4
2
P
Inner diameter » 33.0" , outer diameter 46.2"
, .
v/(. 74) (5000) (13.5* )
„ ? 58„
*• V 17500 7 '
2
Weights cylinder- (.283) (it) (^™-) (2.06-1) (7.78) - 1,912
vanes - 4(.283) (7.78) (4.5)(4.92) - 195
ends - 2(.283)(ir)(23.22-12 2)(7.58) - 5,300
2
oil (.033) (7.78) [tt(-~^~ - 144)-4(4.92) (4.5)] - 72
TOTAL 7,479 lbs
3000 psi w - 9.7 A - 5.8
K. - 4. 56"
J4.85
1.2 34.2+ \/l36.8-3 34.24-11.56 . ,,,k
" 34.2-3 " 31.2 " X - 467
,1 m m }
V (i - *
i/. y.











Inner diameter - 35.6 , outer diameter 43.1
t
e
-> /(.74) (3000) (17.8") m
V 17500 & * 3*
Weights
2
cylinder - (.283) (v) (^~~) (1.467-1) (9. 7) « 1,275
vanes - 4(.283) (9.7)(5.8)(4.56) - 290
ends • 2(.283)(tt)(21.552-122)(9.7) - 5,520
oil = (.033)(9.7)[tt(^2J
2-
- 144)-4(4.56)(5.8)] - 140
7,225 lbs
Now estimate the size and weights of the pumps and drive motors.
The mechanical efficiency of a rotary vane is generally about 95%.
First calculate the flow rate required to produce the output horsepower.
Then estimate the leakage rate. The sum of these is the required pump-




rudder 3000 lbs 144 in2 £al ft3 HP min
.95 in 2 ft2
H min 7.481 gal. 33000 ft lbs
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Estiniate leakage from Fig. (XIII)
Required pumping rate « 20.40 gpm
Uydreco pump requires 40,1 HP Input. Therefore a 30 HP electric
motor is required.




m (31) (7.481) (33000) .g
.95 (5000) (144) LL
'^ &m
Estimate leakage from Fig. (XIII)
Required pumping rate 12.99 gpm
Hydreco pump requires 48 HP input. Therefore a 40 IIP electric
motor is required.
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A.C. drive motor 410 492
TOTAL 7,745 lbs 8,081 lbs
3.2.2.6 Discussion
Perusal of the foregoing design and weight calculations turns up
several interesting points. The first among these concerns the leakage
rate. Certainly the method of estimating leakage from Fig. (XIII) lacks
a great deal in preciseness. However, it does indicate a reasonable
order of magnitude for what the leakage rate might be expected to be.
The significant point about leakage is how little relative effect it has
on the overall design. Even if it were doubled, it could still be
handled by the same pump with the same motor already selected in each
case. As expected, leakage rate increases with pressure and at 5000 psi
it is nearly 14% of the pumping rate. Although this does force the
selection of a larger motor, than the one for 3000 psi, the increase in
weight of eighty pounds is only one percent of the total weight. This
suggests that although leakage rate is an area requiring careful design
attention, it is not a significant factor in determining the weight and
size of a rotary vane steering engine.
The great majority of the weight of the system is accounted for by
the cylindrical shell and the end plates. This is because the thicknesses
work out to be a given percentage of the diameter for a given pressure.
Therefore the thickness will be large for the larger diameters inherent
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components suggests that attempts at weight reduction be focused primarily
on them. In fact, it appears that a valid initial simplification to the
problem would be to neglect the weights of the vanes and the oil.
Suggested ways of reducing the weight would be to elongate the unit to
reduce diameter, and to use higher yield strength steel to reduce the
thicknesses. The above simplifications make the problem very similar
to the piston and cylinder analysis performed in the linear actuator
section.
A set of curves very similar to Fig. (VI ) can be drawn by relatively
modest changes to the pertinent equations. As a matter of fact, some
insight into the rotary vane can be gained by examining Fig. (VI). It
can be expected that there will be an optimum value of -p— . The effects
of increasing I cannot be taken from this graph because equation (58) does
not apply to a piston and cylinder. This equation indicates that diameter
will decrease as £ is decreased which will make the shell thinner. This
causes weight to decrease. However, as I is decreased axial length
increases causing a weight rise. An optimum can be located where these
two effects balance. It appears from this that the lightest arrangement
is likely to be a relatively long arrangement. As a matter of fact, this
[211
type of design has already evolved abroad. If this proposed analysis
were performed, substantial reduction in the weights listed above could
be expected.
The final point of interest growing out of the design study is the
relatively small size of the vanes. The span and thickness of the vanes
would decrease further if the axial length of the unit were increased for
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the reasons just expressed. These small dimensions suggest the possi-
bility of manufacturing them as an Integral part of the rudder stock by
machining them directly out of the same billet. No attempt Is made here
to evaluate the feasibility of this proposal. It is mentioned only to
point out that it is desirable from the point of view of weight and
design simplicity.
In summary, it is clear that the rotary vane is feasible for this
torque range and no technical reason is evident that would exclude its
application to any other torque range. Pressures up to 5000 psi are
feasible, but their desirability must be dependent on calculation of an
optimum p/fo value. Increasing axial length of the unit is desirable.
The system weights which are given above can probably be reduced sub-
stantially should the suggested optimization procedure be carried out.
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3.3.1 Gear Reduction Drives
3.3.1.0 Gear Trains
Historically, the geared quadrant has seen extensive application in
[221
steering engines . It was rugged, simple and reasonably efficient,
but it has largely disappeared from use today. In order to obtain high
reduction ratios and reduce the tooth loading on and the size of the drive
gears, large quandrant radii were used. This made the system so large
and cumbersome that it was superseded by the electro-hydraulic machines.
The worm gear offers a convenient light weight design easily cap-
able of the reduction ratios required for this application. Unfortunately
it suffers from the two defects of low efficiency and large dimensions.
In order to reduce tooth loading, the radius of the quadrant must be in-
creased to both lower the tangential force and increase the arc of con-
tact with the worm. The low efficiency, usually less than fifty percent,
is caused by the large sliding contact area and requires the installation
of a much larger drive motor. For these reasons the worm drive has not
found wide acceptance.
Another type of gear system capable of achieving the high reduction
ratios required of steering engines is the epicyclic family of gear
trains. Tnere are several sub groups including simple epicyclic, com-
pound epicyclic, differential, and fixed differential systems each with
a myriad of possible arrangements. They may be coupled or used in con-
junction with other gear types. These systems can have high capacities
because the number of planet gears may be increased providing more
contact area to carry the load. For high speed applications, this family







extremely compact package. However with the high torques and low speeds
involved In a steering engine, the size of the gear becomes larger and
these systems lose their attractiveness. In addition, there are other
specific problems. The simple and compound eplcyclic gear trains have
lower possible reduction ratios which requires that several of them be
connected in series to produce the desired reduction. Then the assembly
becomes complicated, and it is difficult to provide adequate support for
the bearings, particularly for the planets, which have very high canti-
lever loadings. It is also difficult to distribute the loading equally
among all the gears, and alignment, balance and vibration may also become
problem areas. The fixed differential is capable of very high reduction
ratios (up to 5)0:1), but of course with the same difficulties attendent
to the simple and compound epicyclic trains. Although it is the lightest
of the epicyclic types its efficiency may be quite low (26Z) because it
r 23]
has a large amount of tooth meshing occurring at high tooth loads
In summary an epicyclic gear train would have several problems associated
with it which could be minimized only with very extensive and clever design
work. It would be complicated and have a large number of moving parts.
Because of the high torque involved here, it would probably be heavier
than the presently existing systems.
3.3.1.1 High Ratio Mechanisms
In the past, several arrangements of a screw and linkage have been
[221
used in steering engines, the Napier screw being one common example
Although this design may be made more compact than the quadrant type gear,
It has an inherently low efficiency. As with the worm gear, the screw
has a large amount of surface area in sliding contact under heavy load.
For these reasons, its usage has generally declined.
i
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Another type of high ratio device is the harmonic gear shown in
Figure (XX). This is a relatively new invention in which a rotating cam
distorts a thin toothed cylinder into contact with a rigid toothed member.
There is a small difference between the numbers of teeth on the flexible
and rigid members so that for every rotation of the cam, these members
rotate only a few tooth widths with respect to each other. The cam is
called the wave guide, the flexible member the flexspline and the rigid
member the circular spline. One member (any one) must be fixed and the
system can be arranged so that the input and output may be taken from any
member. The device is capable of reduction ratios of \vp to 350:1 and may
be configured to meet a wide variety of applications. The spline teeth
come into contact with almost pure radial motion and therefore have
extremely low sliding velocities. This results in low tooth wear and low
friction losses which give the gear very high efficiencies (86!? for 100:1
ratio). It has two tooth areas engaging up to 10% of the pitch diameter
which gives unusually high load capacity. The components are tubular
which is a particularly efficient form for torque transmission, and it
allows concentric arrangement of the parts. All of these factors taken
cumulatively result in making the harmonic gear the lightest and most
compact of all the high reduction ratio, high torque capacity, high
cc* , . [23]efficiency gear systems
Another type of high reduction ratio gear whose weight and efficiency
are close to those of the harmonic gear is the planocentric or cycloidal
cam driven gear shown in Figure (XX). In this design the input shaft
causes an internal pinion gear to wobble and in so doing walk around the
inside of the periphery of a fixed annulus gear. The high reduction is


























annulus gears. Efficiencies as high as 90% are attainable due to the spur
gear tooth form. However, the gear is essentially an unbalanced design
[231
and has inordinately high bearing loading . It only has one area of
tooth contact and for this reason it cannot be expected to have as high
a torque capacity per unit face width as the harmonic gear.
When all of the gear reduction drives described above are compared,
the harmonic gear emerges as the most promising device. It was therefore
selected for the detailed analysis that follows.
3.3.2 Harmonic Gear
3.3.2.0 General
There are several basic methods of elastically deflecting the flex-
spline. Consider first the hydraulic piston actuator. In this design a
series of hydraulic pistons are located radially around the flexspline.
Then pressurized oil is fed to them by a centrally located rotating valve,
causing the pistons to produce the eliptical deflection required in the
T241flexspline . This system offers the possibility of driving a 200:1
reduction ratio harmonic gear with a high speed squirrel cage motor and
hydraulic pump with no intermediate transmission. Unfortunately, it would
consume substantial power even during the time that the rudder was not
being turned. Of more serious consequence is the characteristic of this
design that if there were even a momentary loss of power, the flexspline
would be disengaged from the circular spline allowing the rudder to swing
free. The only way to prevent this would be to install some sort of
brake on the rudder stock which would be actuated in the event of a power
loss. However, it would have to have a capacity of the full five million
inch pounds, and the dimensions of such a brake are stupendous.





spline. A series of electrical solenoid coils are arranged radially
around the periphery of the flexspline. Then by programming the correct
amount of current to each coil, the flexspline deflection shape is
[25]
achieved by solenoid action . This is inherently a low torque device
which also suffers from the same disadvantages as the pressure actuated
design, and hence it is not adaptable to a steering engine application.
Its most attractive characteristic is that it has one of the lowest
inertias of all rotational actuators, and the exceptionally high response
speed resulting from this may well find application in the aerospace
field.
The standard design uses ball bearings around an eliptical can to
achieve the required deflection of the flexspline. For 1/D values
greater than one fifth, several rows of ball bearings are used. Although
roller bearings would have a higher load capacity, a great deal of
experimental work would have to be done to determine the proper taper
of the rollers to achieve a good load distribution. In view of the
satisfactory performance of the ball bearings, such work does not appear
Justifiedf26 ^.
Frequently the lifetime of the harmonic gear is dependent on the
lifetime of the ball bearings. In those applications which are restricted
by these lifetimes, the use of a hydrostatic bearing appears to offer a
solution. A thin film of oil at high nressure would be pumped into a
clearance space between the eliptical cam and the flexspline. Since the
clearance space Is only of the order of several thousandths of an inch,
loss of oil pressure would not result in disengagement of the teeth.
The source of oil is readily available If a hydraulic drive is used, and
the steady-state power loss is reasonably small. In addition to entirely
sb
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removing lifetime considerations from harmonic gear design, it would im-
prove the already high efficiency under operation. Unfortunately, no
developmental work has been done on such a hydrostatic hearing, and a
f 9 ft 1
design for it does not presently exist . Therefore, its use will not
be considered in this paper. However, it is one of the avenues open to
future development of the harmonic, gear and its application a3 a steer-
ing engine.
The general approach to the analysis of the harmonic gear will be
to start with, a basic analysis of the stresses in the components of the
gear. The equations used will yield only a crude approximation to the
stresses actually existent. However they do give a valid insight into
the parameters involved in calculating dimensions and weights for the
harmonic gear. With these parameters in mind, an appropriate arrangement
of the gear will be developed which adapts the harmonic gear to hest fit
the requirements of a ships steering engine. Weights of this arrangement
will be calculated. Then a control analysis will be performed which will
determine the response characteristics and control system requirements
for this arrangement. Finally, general observations on the compatibility
of the harmonic gear with the overall 3hip system will be made.
3.3.2*1 Stress Analysis
The stress analysis will be done for the standard harmonic gear
configuration which has the wave generator located inside the flexspline
and the circular spline outside of it. The analysis and its conclusions
are equally applicable to any of the other possible configurations of
the components. Calculation of the deflection forces and bending
moments is in general based on energy methods for a thin ring model.








face width of gears, i.e., the
length of the teeth in the axial
direction.




then the deflection force is arrived at by use of the theorem of virtual
work. Then a calculation of the bending stresses is worked out. Then
a very rough approximation is worked out for the relationship between
stress and torque capacity.
R - r + £ cos 26 (92)
p o 2
u - | cos 29, u" - 2d cos 26 (03)
(4 cos 2t-2d cos 26)
M - EI •y~- - EI -= ^ equation 122a of (94)
r r reference fll]
o o
Take convention that bending moment which tends to decrease curvature is
(+). Then at 9 * 0, this M is (-)
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In order to determine the bending stresses use the approximate equation
on page 226 of reference fll}.
2 212M h z
a
r>
" "• (z + TZZ~ - n > where h » t - thickness (103)
z = 1/2 thickness
b " £ face width of pear
R = mean radius
Now substitute the following relations
3
m - t?t 3 d cos 20 T &t /-i rt /\M - - EI y 1 I - |J- (104)
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Now relate the stresses to the torque capacity T
Jm - » (2F-F
t
)n (111)
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Note that the shear caused by r— is not considered. The important
point here is that the expression for the corqua capacity of the flex-
spline is of the form
2
T - (Constant) AD"
which can be written as
T - (Cons tant)D3 ( ~ ) (118)
Calculation of the deflection force of the wave generator is done
?ext us in j» the ssine model. This is a nucfe worse approximation than for
the flexspline because it is not "thin" as assured. The calculation
leads to a relationship between D, the pitch diameter, I the face width
of the near, and T the torque capacity. The fact that the vtfl
generator is eliptical in shape causes the calculation to be semwbat
-
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lengthy. The theorem of Gastigliano is used to find the moment in the
ring in terns of the applied force P. Then the theorem is used again
to find the deflection 6 produced by P.
R » r + # cos 26 (119)
P «
p - R - R sin8 (120)
P tr/2 P 6
pi - (r + j cos 2 j) - (r + # cos 26) sine (121)
p r - j - r sine - * cos 26 sin6 (122)
p - r(l - sin6) - ^(1 + cos 26 sin6) (123)
M-M » 77 p = M - ~ [r(l - sin9) - ~(1 + cos 26sin6)] (124)
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- rd(l-sin6)(l + cos26sin6) + ~ (1 + cos 26sin8) ] (127)
The above expression can be simplified. Then multiply by r and
integrate with respect to 6. After inserting the limits of integration
the expression becomes
U m -JL (m2 r ~ - P M rrr(~ - 1) - -(- + —1
1
2ei « o 2 o { h. L V2 r J
2
+ — [(J - 2 + J)r -r 4<J+ j- 1 + gJ




then -rjT- by the theorem of Castigliano because no angular rotation
o
at midpoint (point of application of P)
.
- £? {2r Hn J - P rt(| -l)r - f(f + \) 1 + o} (129)
"o
3M 2EI l*" o 2 lv 2 *" 2 V 2 3 ;
*•-£<*<?- l>-f <f + f>l < 13°>
Substitute back to find M
M - f[r(l- |) - d(~ + ~-)] - |[r(l-sine)- |(1 + cos 2 6s in 8) 1(131)
- |fr(sin6 - |) - | (~ - cos 29 sine)] (132)
3U
Now find 6 « t=— » deflection due to applied force P again by the
theorem of Castigliano.
IF " 2il [0 " V[r(2 " 1} - 2<2 + 3)]
+ f [(f
1
- 2)r 3 - r2d(|^-i)
2
+Y (8I+ 3)] (133)
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v 2 ' 3/v 2<T + |)d + T1) 2nd terras l (135 >
- f<i f + k> *
2
<r
-2 >- "<§* + 1> ttf + 1) l <»*>
• -s I*
2
<T - f>- '*<f * 4?> * **% - H' (137 >
5 - — [r2 (.149) - rd (.818) + d2 (.027)] (138)
The term in the bracket is not a perfect square. If it is noticed
that the last term in the bracket is second order of magnitude small,
I.
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some simplification can be obtained by dropping it.
6 - g [r2 (.149) - rd (.818)] (139)
- |f- [.149 - | (.818)] (140)
Define D, as the outer diameter of the wave guide which is also the inner
ball bearing race. D. is smaller than the pitch diameter D by the amount
of the clearance space of the ball bearings.
D. - k,D (141)
b o
Define D as the inner diameter of the wave guide. It is a fraction of
w
the outer diameter.
D - k 9. k k, (142)
w w b w b
Then if it is assumed that the wave guide is of a simple solid ring con-
struction,
3 *(D - D )
3
*k?D 3 (l - k )
3
12 12 12 U * J '






Recalling that d r— , we can rewrite the deflection equation forR
D
the wave guide as
P
DVl-kJ 3 12 2
6 . f (
b w
) —r-f r [.149 - £—(.818)1 (145)" * £k:V(l-k ) D
Eihi-"9 - 3^1
(U6)
The loading on the wave guide is the sum of the flexspline deflection
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Substituting in the expressions for d - r— and t - D(l-k)
P .
*.72DEM>3 (l-k) 3
. <<nBt fl-|||» (U7)
DX- 3+V (RD" 3+ ^>
T
F_ — tan f where f is the tooth angle (30*)K JJ
- .577 ~ (148)
3





— + .577 J (149)
CI, - 3 +
jjjj
It can be assumed that the dimensional criteria for the wave guide is
that it must have some specified degree of stiffness under the above load-
ing. That is, the deflection must be limited to some specified percent-
age of the pitch diameter D.
6 - CD
CD . [4 . 72 DEl a ~v
3
+
. 5771^ {mU§m j^
(R
D " 3 rT) D
CD
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This is of the general form
T - (Constant)D 3 ( ~ ) (154)
where the constant can be 3een to reflect the characteristics of the
-
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materials used, the reduction ratio, the radial stiffness requirements
of the wave guide which is dependent on tooth depth, and the thickness
of the flexspllne. This last factor is dependent on the fatigue limits
that are required which in turn is dependent on such things as speed of
drive, shock loading, and thermal operating conditions.
Finally the equations for the circular spline can be worked out us-
ing the formula given on page 353 of reference [11]« This is an energy
method equation and results in a relationship between T, b, and I.
x .149 Pr
3






If the same dimensional criteria is assumed here as for the wave guide
that deflection is limited to some specified percentage of the pitch
diameter then 6 « CD.
CD - -^— \ —^ where k is the ratio of the outer to
D ( 1—k I ^
m Q0 g inner diameters of the circular spline




(3) (.149) (.577) "
T (157 >
This equation can be written In the form
T (Constant)D 2 J, » (Constant)D 3 (^) (158)
Now it can be seen that the torque capacity of each of the three
components of the harmonic gear can be written in the form of
T - (Constant)D 3 (|), (159)
Therefore the torque capacity of the entire system can be written
in the same form. This agrees with the torque capacity equation actually
used by the United shoe Machinery Corporation. The exact value of the
'.
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"constant" is proprietary information, but it is based on the factors
considered here plus considerations pertinent to the design of the ball
bearings and some empirical factors.
Inspection of this general equation suggests that I may be varied
at will. This is not entirely true since there are several considera-
tions which will restrict the range of values that % may assume. To
illustrate this point consider the possible restrictions imposed by
tooth loading.





T Contact Area (160)
T
Force — (161)
because there are two areas in contact.

















Some of the other considerations which limit l/D values are ball
bearing loading, canting of the face under deflection in the standard
cup configuration, torsional wind up across the face of the flexspline,
and the onset of torsional buckling in the flexspline cup. In
sd
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particular the last two limit l/D to 1 in. the bell and inverted bell flex-
spline configuration. Canting of the face under deflection limits the
standard cup flexspline configuration to values of l/D .2.
Now write the weight equations for the components. If it is assumed
that the components are of solid ring construction the general weight







- rj)* - -~~ (1 - lc )t (166)
where the k is the appropriate thickness ratio. Therefore the total
weight of the harmonic gear can be expected to be of the form
2 3 1
W = constant D I « (cons tan t)D (—
)
(167)
However we have shown that the torque capacity of the gear is proportional
3 I
to D (—) . It then follows that weight is determined only by torque.
W - (Constant)T (168)
Note that this presumes that fc/D may be varied as necessary, which
infers that this equation is valid only in the range of the permissable
values of (—) . It is most difficult to compute the value of the constant
without going into a detailed design analysis backed up by the empirical
results of a test program. The wave guide and circular spline are
normally constructed in the form of circular I beams for maximum stiff-
ness per weight. The weight of the ball bearings must also be considered
as well as the effect of bolt holes and other miscellaneous items. For










The results of these calculations agree with those used by the
United Shoe Machinery Corporation, patent holders and manufacturers of
the harmonic gear. Ha/ever, there are many other considerations which
must he taken into account in tiie design of tfiese gears. This company
has done extensive experimental as well as an lay tic a 1 investigations in-
to the design, and they are continuing their research into the develop-
ment of new types and applications. The stresses in the flexsnline have
been accurately determined and the design is such that these stresses are
kept below the endurance limits of the materials used. Fatigue life of
the gears is then not dependent on the flexspline, but rather in the
life of the ball bearing races. Since the dimensions are calculated with
a safety factor on the endurance limit of the materials, the maximum load
that a gear can sustain is several times the rated load. Pais has
favorable implications regarding the shock resistance of the device. The
normal mode of failure of the device under heavy overload is torsional
buckling of the cup section of the flexspline. This does not release
the tooth engagement. That is, for our application, failure of the gear
would not release the rudder to let it swing freely. It is possible to
design sufficient life into the ball bearings to ensure a twenty-year
lifetime in service. However, should spalling of the ball bearing races
occur, the gear can be safely continued in operation (although at a
high noise level) until it is convenient to replace the bearing.
There are three possible configurations of the flexspline. They
are the cup (standard), the bell, and the inverted bell.
The standard cup is limited to an fc/D of 1/5 by the canting




bell arrangements allow larger £/D values because the shape of the bell
causes parallel deflection of the tooth faces. The limit Is an S./D « 1
which is based on the torsional windup across the face width of the gear
and by the approach of the torque loading to the critical value for
torsional buckling of the bell. The bell arrangements result in a much
higher torque capacity and for this reason they will be the ones consid-
ered for the steering engine application.
The minimum diameter can be computed using the following formula




m % »* (D> (169>
k is a load factor which accounts for strength of the materials
ra
(o » 140,000 psi, E.L. 80,000 psi); the factors of safety used (35%
a , 1.72 on E.L.). The notch sensitivity factor which is a function of
the number of teeth; the modulus of elasticity; and empirical factors.
In this case k 1.715.
The reduction ratio i3 taken ft* 200. Reduction ratios as high as
350 have been achieved for light torque design. The upper limit is
determined by the fact that as the ratio gets higher, the teeth become
smaller until a point is readied where the radial deflections in the
circular spline and wave guide allow the teeth to ratchet. That is the
teeth slide over each other under high torque loading. It was felt that
a reduction ratio of 200 could be guaranteed as satisfactory. However,
if it were possible to build a nodel and test it, this value could
probably be extended to ratios above 250.










Welghts can be calculated from the following empirical formulas supplied
by United Shoe Machinery Corporation.
Circular Spline « .05 n 3 per A/D » 1/5 (171)
Wave Generator .03 D 3 " " " M (172)
3
Flexspline - .02 D (does not vary much with (fc/D)) (173)
Total weight for A/D = 1 £ .42D
3
» (.42) (1.46xl0 4 )-6,140 lbs
(174)
Calculation of lifetime (running hours at maximum load) may now be done.
Max Ball Load - * 2 sin (a/2) - P
q (175)
where a » arc angle between ball centers. For 2 t" balls, outside con-
figuration, there are 31 balls, so a » 11.6°.
p " & 4
lf>
' ) (I7^ (2 sin(l^)) 8*10 (176)
Note: Divide 5 x 10 max torque by 4 rows
instead of the 5 rows to allow for
uneven loading distribution on the
bearings.
From B bearing life chart, get 500 hours life at 6300 lbs at 1800 rpm.
Then bearing life for this gear is:
3
Life
- 500 [|f[|] "liP" 4 > SP'° hours at niax load - (177 >
Now calculate the bearing life according to the presently used
Bureau of Ships criteria.
At 51% load, the lifetime of this harmonic gear would be:
t sr>n 6300 ,
3
1800
L - 500 [





- (500) (3. 18) (23.1) - 36,700 hrs. (178)




It is more than 26% less than it. The diameter of the harmonic gear
required to meet this standard can be calculated as follows.
t *n Ann «nnn r 63°° ^ 1800L - 50,000 « 5000 [f^JJp-] -yg-
o
[ (500) (23. 1) 1 " T^T " l"*3 (179)
P
o
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Increasing the diameter of the harmonic gear to this value while keeping
i/D » 1 is easily feasible. The weight will increase, but not as much
as equations (167) would indicate because lighter sections can now be
used. Although equation (16R) indicates that weight would remain con-
stant with T, it is based on the presumption that fc/D can vary which is
not the case here.
However, there is considerable question as to the exactness of the
Bureau of Ships criteria. It is an extremely conservative estimate
which is arbitrarily arrived at, and its only justification lies in the
fact that it indicates a reasonable ordar of magnitude that can be used
in the absence of actual data. It is entirely probable that the 36,700
hour lifetime will be completely satisfactory for this application.
It is obviously a conservative value for a merchant shin and may even
prove to be so for military shins if and when actual data becomes
available. In any case the lifetime greatly exceeds the normal overhaul
interval and replacement of the bearings is not difficult. As has al-
ready been pointed out fatigue failure of the bearing races is not
catastrophic and the unit can continue ir. operation for a reasonable
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period of time. For these reasons the analysis vd.ll proceed under the
assumption that this lifetime may prove satisfactory in service rather
than unfairly penalize the design on the basis of admittedly arbitrary
estimates.
The first possible arrangement of the components of the gear is to
bolt the gear on the top of the rudder atoc': shown in Figure (XIIA) . An
inverted bell flexspline configuration would be required and the wave
guide would be situated internally. Drive would be by means of a bevel
gear to the wave guide. This arrangement has two disadvantages, however.
The first is that adequate support of the heavy internally situated wave
generator would probably prove awkward, and the second is that the circular
spline must be provided with a support ring capable of reacting the full
five million inch pounds torque.
The second possible arrangement is to locate the components of the
gear concentrically around the rudder stock as shown in Figure (XIID).
This would utilise a bell shaped flexspline and an external wave guide.
The bell is bolted to the deck opposite the upper bearing in order to
minimize possible alignment problems. The platform which supports the
drive motor only has to react one two hundreth of the load torque and
it can easily support the external wave guide. This arrangement can be
expected to be lighter in weight than the first one. For these reasons,
the analysis will proceed on the basis of the second arrangement.
It now becomes necessary to evaluate the drive train to the gear.
The efficiency is computed according to the following formula provided
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Efficiency of the gear
(182)













3 ' 33 x 10* ln lb Q 7S ^m (m)
Then using a 7.1:1 spur gear second reduction




- 4,580 In lb <§ 585 rpra (185)
Then using a 3: 1 bevel gear first reduction
Torque input - / 97W3 Y " 1» 575 in lb or 131 ft. lbs g 1750 rpra
(186)
Power - 1575 in lb (~r-) (-^r^) (2jL£ad) 3a03 x io"5np/ft lb /rain12 in nan rev
- 43.7 HP (187)
3.3.2.3 Drive Unit Selection
Now an analysis of the weights of driving mechanisms will be con-
sidered. In the selection of electric motors use is made of the standard
Bureau of Ships practice of utilizing the normal 50% overload capacity
of standard motors.
Weight Comparison of Power Drives . Information is from the catalogues
of the indicated manufacturer.
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i Magnetic Coupling to Clutch Control
In this arrangement a 40 H.P. A.C. motor drives through a magnetic
coupling to a differential reversing gear. There are two clutches arranged
so that in order to drive in a given direction, one clutch engages the
appropriate bevel gear in the differential to the drive shaft. A brake
is required to prevent the rudder from swinging free when neither clutch
is driving.
40 H.P. A.C. motor and magnetic coupling (G.E. Kinatrol) 860 lbs
2 clutches (Stearns size 708 metallic lining)
D.C. rectifier for clutch power (est.)
Brake
Reversing differential gear
2 SCR Rectifier and Shunt Wound D.C. Motor
30 HP SCR rectifier (G.E. Speed Variatcr) 500 lbs
30 HP Shunt wound type D.C. motor (G.E.) 625 lbs
1125 lbs
Neither a Ward Leonard system nor an M.G. set rectifier was considered
because they are larger and heavier than the silicon controlled rectifier.
3, A.C. Motor Plus Hydraulic Transmission
440 V, A.C. squirrel cage motor 40 H.P. (G.E.) 492 lbs
Hydraulic transmission (Hydreco Model 45 pump, model
48 motor) 220 lbs
Oil reservoir and piping 150 lbs
862 lbs
4. Wound Rotor A.C. Motor
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Although drive #4 is the most compact proposal, it would tend to
draw an excessive amount of current. It is possible to design a control
system which can switch the rotor resistors in and out of the circuit in
order to limit this current to more easily acceptable limits. Design of
such a system is complicated and unfortunately time for investigation of
it is lacking. Consequently the analysis will proceed using power drive
#3. In addition to being the lightest, it is probably the most flexible
of all of the drives, and its use will also result in a convenient and
compact arrangement. Furthermore, using the hydraulic transmission will
in no way detract from the general applicability of the analysis.
The sizes of the first and second reduction gears can be calculated
by using the method outlined in reference [23]. For the first reduction
of 7.5:1, diameters are fixed and so face width is calculated as follows
if spur gear teeth are used.
D » 44.5 in. nu • 7.5:1 where D- Diameter of gear
d « 5.94" d - Diameter of pinion
P P
T - 4,580 in. lb 9 585 rpro nu ratio (188)
P 6
2T m + 1
K m —R. -_l T m pinion torque (189)
Fd2 °b P
9 F « face width
K rating factor
If use a permissible "K" factor of 500 for this case and take F/d 1
F . fi ill . < 2 ) (4,380) &£ „ 5Q ., (190)
KdZ "b 500 5.94^ 7,!)
This "K" is reasonable In view of the intermittent nature of the torque
loading. For the second reduction of 3:1 using spur gearing, the diameter





ir^ 3:1, let K - 500, T - 1,575 in lbs | 1750 rpra let F/d - 1,






d - -^: 575) 7 - 1.98" (192)
p .?uo ft
D„ - 5.96" F - 1.98" (193)
vs
Or could choose a spiral bevel set from table 13-8 of reference [23].
5"
d 2.00", D_ 6", I ltr« width of gear body approx 2"
p g iz





ir ° * F - <
,238) < *> (44.5 2-43.52 ) (.59) - 12 lbs
Pinion - tflMKa) (5.942)(.59) - 4 lbs
First reduction (3:1) (using Spiral bevel set)
2
Gear - (.283) (*) «J, (2")
2
Pinion » (.283) (tt) ^p- (2")
3.3.2.4 Weight Summary
Harmonic gear 6,140 lbs
Drive gear train 34 lbs
A.C. motor plus hydraulic transmission 862 lbs








A lumped parameter mathematical model may be constructed as shown
in Figure XXIII • The parameters of the model must now be calculated.
The harmonic gear has no viscous damping, but it does have a high
starting torque loss which remains about constant with time for an
initial period. This is due to the requirement of a certain amount of
force to deflect the flexspline, even under no load, and the ball bearing
"stiction" and frictional losses at low speed. Estimate of starting
torque by United Shoe Machinery Corporation is 350 in lbs. A high
load, loss torque is the load torque divided by efficiency.
4
Load torque plus los3 torque 3. 33 x 10
4
Load torque (-) 2.5 x 10
Loss torque « 8,300 in lbs at 8_ - 35*
(194)
Torque losses can be represented reasonably well by a straight line plot
versus load shown in Figure (XXIII). Notice that in this speed range,
the losses are proportional to load and are independent of speed.
It is possible to add to this curve the estimated losses in the
other gears to better represent the system. Pals can be represented by
the equation
T «• C + k.O,, (195)
L K
C - 350 in lbs
i.
7950 IRQ* .. -_. in lbs ,,.. ..,, , Nk
L " "35 s" ^ad " 13 ' 00° ~7a7~ (35 * * 611 rad)




























6in lbs 57.3* _ ta ,-6 in lbs „_, x
v ^ x ——~* =* 8.19 x 10 7- (19 7)
^. -_• radian rad v
T
L
- (8.19 x 106 )6R (198)
The stiffness of the harmonic gear can be estimated by use of the follow-
ing formula provided by United Shoe Machinery Corporation.
Kj. » 16,000 x D
3
^di~J » output stiffness (199)
- 16,000 x (24. 5)
3






The deflection of the gear under load can be calculated now.
6^ „
5 x 10 i,n lbs
m 2^ 3 10
-2
m >02Q3 rad m .
o „., .,.6 in lbs




^3 ec Output stiffness /,-,,»Input stiffness K—~ (202)
N
The terra ~— appears in all of the inertia calculations and is worked out
I
here for convenience.
489.6 lbs ft J sec ft - ,, , rt-4 ,,.,>
P „ , —
5
T , ' - . e 7. 33 x 10 (203)steel 3 ,_« . 3 32.2 12 in
ft 1728 in
£JL (7.33 x 10~
4)(3.14) . lc in-3 lb sec
2
/<vwxr~ J r -" * » 1. 15 x 10 t— (204)
in
J
G1 (gear inertia)J.- J (motor inertia) + J_, (pinion inertia) +
N
l
J__ (pinion inertia) J -(gear inertia) J (wave guide inertia)
+ r + - +
N












= 1.15 x 10~
3
(1)(2) » 2.30 x 10"








(1)(81) . .... ..-2 . .. 2






- (1.15 x 10" 3 (,6) ^- 97 > » 5.9 x 10"2 in lb sec2
j „ (1.15 x








.^ ^ lb sec 2
Using inertia formula supplied by United Shoe Machinery Corporation the
inertia of the wave generator
Wk
2









(386.4) (56.2) (9) ''^ in lb sec
Total - J 8.754 in lb sec
2
9,999 9 9 9
*J




(9) (56.2) (40000) ' rad
rudder Si stock added mass 1.12 x 10 + 6.57 x 10
J




























B from Appendix (vi) .216 in lb sec
C+K 350+130000 5786
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Examining the right half of this mathematical equivalent system we
see that a comparatively weak spring connects a heavily damped light
inertia and a large load to the drive units. The combination of light
inertia and heavy damping preclude any significant transient effects in
the output. Hence it can be seen that the spring will react primarily




1 " V " *2 (206)





" V * - A04e 3 (207 >
and the system can be simplified to the model shown in Figure (XXIV).
Notice that the weak spring IC, in effect isolates the heavy damping
from the mechanical drive section of the system.
















t - j.e;1 + B 6! + 6- + t. (209)
1 1 m 1 2 1
If the step nonlinearity In the friction torque t- is neglected, it can
be written a3
T - J-el' + B 0! + .4048. + ,1298 (210)
1 1 m 1 3 3













(.404 + K,) .. ,-,
6






Lumped Parameter Model Reduced by Simplifying Assumptions
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Writc the T aquation in terms of
T - (3. 754) (-™f§V' + (ai^2s'
654)
*\ + .533 63
» 9.06 e
3
' + .?24 9
3
+ .533 8^ (212)
Tiiis can be written in terms of n by using 3_ = r^rzR R 4500
T - 40800 6" + 1009 6l + 2400 8_ (213)K R R
- Ae" + bo; + ceD (214)K K K
The next step is to combine these equations with the hydraulic motor
equations which are derived in Appendix (VI).
c
D8 »C x-~T (215)








CD D 2 K, + K-
t
-







The values of the constants in the hydraulic equations are calculated in
Appendix (VI). Substituting those values into the above equation results
in the following:





.005 11.25 °UU R




79500 x - 550,000 L (218)K
Now equate to equation (213) for T










79500 x - 40800 8" + 556009 Q' + 2400 8_ (219)
K K R
x - .514 6
R








Uow try position and race feedback
x « C.e + C„e' where e = D - 9_ - error signal (221)
Using operator notation D
-jr
(C1 + C2
D) - (.514 D2 + 7.00 D + .302) (8^ - e) (222)
i_„ ( « 514 D2 + 7.00 D + .302)
0* (.514 n2 + (7.00 + C,,)D + (.302 + C^)
(223)
Steady state error Is 1/4° in 35°. This determines the value of C.
7 5s?£ - •non4 T3#b" <22*>
r m .302(1 -,.00714) 1^302) (.99286)U
l .00714 .00714 ** * Z3;





- (.514 D2 + 7.00 + .302)6
R (226)
3




+ (7.00 + C
2
)D + (42 + .302)
(227)
Now can solve this for C by loosing the requirement that the damping
constant K .7* .
J m 4JL±^J°iL„ g2 ^ 0? 28)
n .514 n




- "T8~ a - 7 <23°>
C, - (.7)(18.14) - 6.94 « 12.6 - 6.94 - 5.66 (231)







- M3 (232 >
Although this is lower than normally desired, It Is within tolerable
limits. It must also be remembered that this analysis neglects the non-
linear no load friction torque of 3*>0 in lbs in the harmonic gear. This
torque can be expected to reduce the oscillations around the zero point.
It can, therefore, be concluded that the harmonic gear steering engine
can be controlled satisfactorily with only position feedback when a
hydraulic transmission is used.
The above model assumes that the power source (the hydraulic motor)
can provide proportional control at any power level required. In
actuality the motor saturates quite quickly. In order to investigate the
effects of this saturation on stability, a describing function analysis
is appropriate. This will determine if a limit cycle is possible under
some drive conditions.
[281
Assumptions required for describing function validity are:
(1) System is autonomous (i.e. unforced and time invariant).
(2) The nonlinearity is separable and time invariant.
(3) The linear transfer contains sufficient low pass filtering to
warrant excluding from consideration the harmonics in the output.
In order to satisfy the requirements of:
(1) 6 must 0, i.e. order rudder to amidships position
(2) is satisfied
(3) Is satisfied because the system is sufficiently damped.
The requirement of (1) which is to examine the system for possible
oscillations when 0„ is certainly logically justified because at any














System Diagram with Saturating Nonlinearity
R
l -®





The block diagram of the system to be treated in the describing
function analysis is shown in Figure CCXV )• The saturating nonlinearity
is shown with a slope of n. 1 because slope is already accounted for









)+ ~- cos d
?
+ 1(0) (233)
£L sin -, n 1, b » .244 radians, M .244 radians
(234)
K - ~(2 sin" 1 ~ - sin(2 sin" 1 |» + *~ cos sin" 1 ^) (235)
eq 7T L E E S
-(2 sin |- 2<-E-)\/l-(g, ) + -- VMf)
ffsi,,"
1
1 \fc$? + a \/i-c|->
2
7 (237)
2. . -lb ,2M-b x \ / ,b 2
-[sin
- + (-£—) V1"^ ] (238)
but b M because the slope 1, so have
K„„ " ^tsin- 1 & | VC(|0
2
"eq ir
1 "*" XE' ' E v * VE J
(239)
where E comes from letting » E sin ut.





Set D » jw in the system transfer function and investigate locus of G(ju»)
B 42 42Q «r ' » ........ i ~ . . i i
,5I4D 7. 00D + .302 (.514) (-(j2 )+ 7l00(j«>+ .30?
.
42(.302-.514 o>2 )- 1 (42) (7.00)a> (2A2)









for various values of E
eq
The describing function is not valid in this case for values
of E<b. That is, the system is in the proportional control
mode of operation and the previous analysis without the
describing function is valid.
1 1





A (l)+l/f:i] |{i +0]
(243)
for E=<»,
-[sin"" 1 ^)) + l--(0)]
IT
s — oo (244)
Therefore the range of values of - ~— * - 1 to - », Now go back to
K.
eq
equation for G to see if its amplitude is less than -1 when its trace
crosses the real axis.
Im part of G (42) (7. 00) a;
(.302 - .514 u)2 )
2
+ (7.00 2 )w2
(245)
Inspection of this equation shows that it is satisfied when u «
and when to + «>.
To get some idea of the behavior of the locus, plot some indicator
points
.
Real G 42 (.302
-
.514 <a)




for w » 0, Re G
for ReG « 0, »
42 (.302 - 0)
m
42
(.302 - 0) 2 + ,3°2














I. G - (=M«)<7.00)(.766) . . ?82
[.302 - (.5U)(.589)] + [ (7.0(T) (.589) ]
Can see from plot in Figure (XXVI) that no limit cycle Is possible
with tais model. In view of the wide separation of the traces it Is
probable that the actual system equation which is of higher order than
this model will also not intersect the - -— trace. In fact one of the
K
eq
simplifications of this model was to remove the frictional starting torque
of 350 in lbs which can be expected to discourage any oscillations of the
drive end of the system.
It is concluded that high gain position feedback is required to meet
the requirements for static error. Rate feedback is not required if it
is possible to accept some amount of oscillation in the drive end. No
instabilities are indicated in the control system. Therefore a position
feedback control system used with a hydraulic transmission is a feasible
method of powering and controlling the harmonic gear steering engine.
3.3.2.6 Compatibility
The harmonic gear physical arrangement fits easily into the space
normally allocated for steering engines. In fact its concentric arrange-
ment and moderate height prove to be a neat and compact steering engine
"package". It provides an unlimited arc of travel for the rudder, and
its rates of travel could be greatly increased. The control required
can be conveniently provided in a self contained unit.
However, the large compliance of the harmonic gear does introduce
another area that must be considered carefully. The natural frequency






Si 228 x 10
6
17<, P radto - —= j- - 17.25
rudder & stock added mass 7.69x10
2.75 cps or 160 cpm
Although this is well within the range of propeller blade excitation
frequencies, a more probable source of trouble will be flutter excitation
[29]
of a hull vibration mode. McGoldrick has explored the phenomena in
detail in his investigation of the DD 931 vibration problem. The high
damping calculated in Appendix (I) will not be available to reduce such
an oscillation because tills damping is frequency dependent. In fact the
existence of t.ne flutter phenomenon depends upon the characteristic that
fluid damping decreases and may even become negative at certain frequencies
Prediction of this behavior is closely related to the details of the
ruclder, flow velocities around it, and the relative location of the rudder
stock , As a result, each rudder must be treated individually. The
other part of the problem is the interaction of the hull with the rudder.
In the DD 931 vibration, the flutter condition reduced the overall damp-
ing of the combined hull-rudder system to the point where the system
became sensitive to wave excitation at the bow.
There are several general point", which emerge from the above in-
vestigation. Most hulls have several large amplitude natural modes of
various types of vibration which occur principally in the frequency
range below 600 cpm. Coupling of the rudder torsional vibration mode
with one or more of the hull modes is possible and may be expected.
Rudder vibration will generally reduce its own damping and may couple
with the hull in such a way as to reduce the damping of the overall
system. There are sufficient excitation sources available that a
vibration will result if the appropriate coupling and reduction of

103-
Jampi:5 occurs. Ihe natural frequency of the rudder controls the existence
and amplitude of its vibration and hence the possible magnitude of its
coupling effects.
These considerations have led McGoldrick to suggest that a lower limit
of 600 cpm be selected as a natural frequency criterion for rudder design.
This is not to infer that should a rudder be installed with a natural
frequency below this range a vibration will automatically ensue. Further
even if such a vibration does occur, there is a good possibility that it
can be corrected. This was done in the case of the DD 931 by changing
the toe-in of the rudder which sufficiently detuned the system to stop
the vibration. Unfortunately there is insufficient information to
guarantee the effectiveness of this cure in every case. At any rate it
is clear that a careful investigation of the particular installation is
in order when the natural frequency of the rudder system is in this
range.
The harmonic gear will probably result in these low frequencies in
most rudders in the medium and high torque range. Although the stiffness
of the harmonic gear increases rapidly with diameter, examination of
equation (252) shows that the combined stiffness of the rudder and stock
would have to he increased by a factor of more than 1000 to place it
above McGoldrtclt'i criteria. Probably only in the low torque range will
the inertias be lew enough and the relative diameters of the gear be
large enough to warrant neglect of the vibration problem.
3*3.3 Ball Bearing Screw
3.3.3.0 General
The ball bearing screw has many advantages when used as a steering







devlce. It is a linear actuator ;md its linear motion must be converted
to rotary rootiou by means of one of the three mechanisms discussed in
connection with the hydraulic piston and cylinder. Once again the rapson
slide with its low (-.ravel requires the smallest actuator. Consequently
the analysis will concern itself with an arrangement in Which ball bear-
ing actuators work through .t rapson slide to provide the rudder torque.
In considering the design parameters pertinent to the selection of
a ball bearing 3craw for this application, fatigue life immediately
emerges as the most important consideration. Rudder rates are so low
that traverse velocities are well below critical speeds. Because the
travel is comparatively short and the ball bearing units required are
large } column buckling is not usually a consideration. Only for very
large values of nominal radius R does the longer lever arm reduce the
required force to the point where the smaller diameter units that can be
used approach buckling conditions for these longer travels.
Tae capacity of the ball bearing la primarily a function of sine and
hardness of material. The practicable upper limit to ball diameter is
about 2.5 inches. Above this value it is extreme ly difficult to obtain
f 26
1
the desired hardness through out the material . However, ball sizes
used in the. largest available ball bearing screws do not even approach
this limit. Rather, the upper lirit on size is dictated by manufactur-
ing considerations. Tae equipment presently available to manufacture
r 3i"i
ball bearing screws is United to a ten inch diameter . It is
important to recognize that merely increasing the diameter of the balls
and the unit is not a cure all because in so doing, new problems are
introduced. As ball size is increased, larger diameter shafts and larger
leads are required. The first of these serves to increase weight because
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far more material is present in the shaft then is necessary to support
the axial or buckling loads. Using hollow shafts offers a partial
solution, but the weight still rises somewhat and manufacturing problems
are introduced. Use of larger leads reduces the effective reduction ratio
for the device. In as much as its principal attraction for this
application is that it is a high reduction ratio mechanism, increasing
lead tends to detract greatly from its usefulness. In the present
arrangement, larger leads require higher reduction ratios in the drive
train to the screw. Further the drive gearing to the screw operates at
much higher torques which require that the gear dimensions and hence
weight be larger. One other solution to the problem is to increase the
number of rows of circulating balls. This effectively divides the load
over a larger contact area, thus increasing lifetime. As the number of
rows becomes large, distributing the load evenly among all the balls
becomes a problem. Of course the point can also be reached where the
lengths of the ball nuts become inconveniently large.
The specific arrangement of the ball bearing screw In a steering
engine that will be considered in this analysis Is shown in Figure
(XXVII). The choice of the rapson slide to convert the linear motion to
rotary motion has already been discussed. The same rapson slide used
in the electro-hydraulic analysis will be used here In order to facilitate
comparisons. There are two possible arrangements of the ball bearing
screw. One is to locate the ball nut at the end and rotate It with the
drive gearing. The shaft does not turn and is rigidly connected to the
slide block. The thrust bearing is incorporated in the bearings for the
ball nut. This arrangement requires a crossbar. The second arrangement




BALL BEARING SCREW ARRANGEMENT






second ball nut threaded into








drive gearing. Thrust and radial bearings can be located at both ends
of the shaft. A crossbar is still felt to be necessary. Although there
is probably sufficient material in the shaft to support the bending
from the reaction force F this force would further load the balls. This
K
would require increasing the size of the unit considerably because, as
has been shown, the loading of the balls is the critical part of this
design. Because both designs require the crossbar, the differences in
weight will be small. The first proposal is the lightest because the
drive gear is integral to the ball unit and the slide block can be made
a little smaller. Although the second design is much more resistant to
column buckling because of its bearings at both ends of the shaft, this
mode of failure is probably not Important. Therefore the lighter first
design is chosen.
3.3.3.1 Design Calculation
The largest ball bearing screw for which information was readily
available is the Saginaw six inch model with 10.5 turns of balls and a
[321lead of 1 inch . The same rudder stock size as that used in the
previous calculations was chosen for comparison purposes. Calculations
for the smallest rapson slide nominal radius of nineteen inches are as
follows.
R « 19"
P 201,000 lbs (includes friction forces in the
p slide)
Using the Bureau of Ships lifetime criteria,
P - .51 F - 102,500 lbs
wt p
Travel - 26.2 in
Traverse velocity —rr -886 in/sec7 30sec
0*5
t8«b
[AfflB sis =;•! A
!
bom
an* e -. : T . « el
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Drive speed for a lead of 1 inch • -*-1—jy~—*- 53.46 rpm
The operating load for 1 x 10 revolutions life C 258 405 lbs.
Using two units and assuming uniform load distribution, the expected life
can be computed as follows.
3 3
L *^ = ( (.5D(102,500) ) = 128 X 1C>6 revolutions life
w t
This corresponds to
128 x 106 _„ Qnn ,
(53.6) (60) ' 39 '
800 hourS '
Although this figure is less than the standard of 50,000 hours, it
is within the relm of reasonable values, and it may well prove to be
acceptable.
Both ball nuts are mounted on the same shaft. They are threaded in-
to a collar (with set screws) which forms the base of the drive gear.
They are pretensioned in the collar, one against the other, so that back-
lash is eliminated. If the power source is at 1750 rpm, a drive train
reduction ratio of 32.7 to 1 is required. This can be achieved by using
two spur gear reductions. Arbitrarily assume the first reduction from
the motor to be 7:1 and the reduction ratio to the ball nut to be 4.67:1.




(201,000) (1) ,. , n„ , ,.
(2)(.9) "
35 > 6°° in lbi
pinion torque T ;. , ; ; rrr » 7,760 in lbs.
p (4.67)(.98)













d - 3.35 in
P
F « 3.35 in
D_ 15.62 in (264)
Li






- 1141 in lbs (265)
















Power input ray now be calculated
,, t1 , ,. , ft x , 1750 revN ,2-rrradians x , n n . , n-5 HP
P - 1141 in lbs(IFTr)( ^ )( rgv ~) (3.03x10 ftlb/mln )
- 31.7 H.P. (268)





) (36.18 + 36)




1st reduction pinion .283* * ' 3.35




2nd reduction pinion .283* ~~— 1.08
2
2nd reduction gear .283* -^
23
- 1.08
Gear box and bearings (est.)
Hydraulic pump motor transmission (Hydreco)
Oil reservoir and piping
30 HP 3 phase 440 volt A.C. motor (G.E.)




























Rapson slide (same weight as for electro-hydraulic) 1539 lbs
Total weight 36R8 lbs
3.3.3.3 Mathematical Model
The system is now sufficiently defined to permit a control analysis.
An equivalent system, shown in Figure (XVIIIA) , may be calculated. Values
for the constants are as follows.
K. " equivalent spring constant of the ball bearing shaft. The shaft
is loaded in either tension or compression which will cause a linear
distortion. This linear distortion of the shaft is reflected in a
rotational displacement of the ball nut. The ball bearing screw spring
constant is the load torque divided by the angular deflection under this
load. Then the ball bearing spring constant must be related back to K.
in the equivalent system by dividing by the square of the reduction
ratio. The calculation is as follows
F
linear distortion in shaft - e « rj (269)
i j.» -i . , ,, , e(in) „ ,radians xangular displacement in ball nut • t * ~ 77:
—
7
r 2tt ( )lead (la /rev) rev
-
~~ (270)
K .ZgB W m W AE_ (2J1)
















rudder & stock added mass
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MATHEMATICAL MODELS OF BALL BEARING SCREW SYSTEM









_ a K0()2 ln lb sec> (2?5)
L 4500^




„ Rapson slide Inertia
2 20.25 x 10
6
J - 1.15 x 10~
3 (1.084)(1.0B) - 2.02 x 10" 3 (278)
.





= ^ % 1(f3 (2M)
7
.




Inertia of 2 ball nuts
. . L03 1 10~V-25
4
-2.5874H27) . 8-16 1Q-3
BB 32.7=













Inertia of hydraulic pump J .225 (283)
J_ « .5411 in lb sec (284)
Because J„ has been shown to be negligible K and K_ may be combined
into an equivalent K_































627 + 154.5 1Z * rad uo:> '
Containing these spring constants into an equivalent single spring
allows construction of a new model shown in Figure (XVIII3) . The
equations for this model are as follows





" V " J 36 3 + BL°3 + t 2 Where t 2 " • A049 3 (287 >
K « .404
J B K + K
ei-KT e3 + ^
6
3
+ <^ > 93 (288>
3 3 3
then
J, J, J,B_ J.(K + K_)
T „ _t_i e»» + -JL±. e »»i + _± £_ e "
K~ 3 K_ 3 K^ 3













This equation may now be written in terms of 0^ the rudder angle.
J, J, J.B.+J-B,, J.(K+K.)+B B.
B (K + KJ
N{-J2_ J_ + BJ e^ + j^q^ (290)
Now add the hydraulic motor equation to the system.
CD D2 C D x D2
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K„ °3 C.K. °3 C-K, 3 ****'
Now convert 6- to 8_ in this expression, equate it to the system T
equation, and combine terms.
C D J,J.N J t B_ + J,B D
2
J,













J. (K + K_)+B B. D 2 B.
B (K + K») D2 (K + K )
+ j-JS— i_ + 3 + bJn^ + KNeR (293)
J Li J
Then in terms of x and 9 ,
J,J.NCT J,BT + J-B D
2
J. NCT
v „ 1 3 L fl „„ r 1 L 3 m m 3 1 L ft „,X " CD °R + [ E + C T Kj C D 6Rp in 3 L 3 p m
J, (K + K )+B Bt D
2
B T NCT
. f_i 3 m L m L . L .„+ [ K, + C.K,
+ VCD 6R
3 L 3 p m
B (K + K_) D2 (K + K,) NC KNC
+ r_E i_ + _J2 i_ + B f —k_ 8 i + k e (994)1 K C T K V C D R C D K J3 L 3 p m p m
This can be written in the shortened form
x - Aa;,H + Bel" + C9" + D61 + E9 (295)
Now consider position feedback.
x - C
l£
- CjdJ - 6R ) (296)
Using operator notation where s -r- , the system equation becomes
C
1
» [A s 4 + B s 3 + C s 2 + D s + E](9* - 6) (297)
-L, . tA / B »* •¥ C »2 + P a + II (?98)
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[ 8 a + e a]
-Un-
steady state error • 1/4* in 35°
fy - »$ " -oom - wb: <299 >
K
a K(l - .00714)4 .00714 U0U;






* 4 2 2 u 1;
6 As+Bs+Cs+Ds+E + C.
Nov solve for the constants, plot on a polar plot, determine M and
relate this to an equivalent damping constant £. In this way the








N^-« (.5411) (.038) ~q =» (.541) (.038) (.0566)
P m
_t
- 1.16 x 10 (302)
2
r
Jl\ * J3 T\n V3 ?ICL
r
(.51)(1.092)+(.038)(.216
1 K- CT K_
J C D * l 124
3 L 3 n m
(.772 2 )(.Q38)+ (.005)(124) J ^ u:,bb >




VK + K3HBm3L , Vl . . . ^L_ .5U(.404+124)-K.216)(U092)
1 K C T K-
J
3
J C D * 124




(.005) (124) #UJMJ * J:>b0
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The transfer function may be written in the form
6
R X
* Y + jZ K J
9
R
The closed loop frequency response may be determined from plott-
[271ing the open loop response . By definition the open loop response
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Now substitute in the numerical values from equation (308)
(.OOllow -.0619(^+3. 203-3. 18)+j(-.00232oT+6.92u>)
„
3. 18[ ( 00116a}4-. 06l7a) 2+.Q23)-1 (-.00232u)3+6.92a>) ] , 12 *
(.00116a/,-.0619a>2+.023) 2+(-.00232a>3+6.92a>) 2
In order to plot G in the complex plane, the following indicator points
are calculated.
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These values are plotted in Figure (vXIX) . It can be seen from
this plot that the behavior of this system closely approximates that of
a first order for values of « greater than . 1. In fact it may be
approximated by a first order system whose time constant is the reciprocal
r 2 71
of a) at the point where G(Ja>) = 1 . In this case for G 1,
•-WI-









.a) < .45 (approx) (313)
t » -|r = 2.22 (314)
The response of the rudder to a large rudder angle (approximated by a step




6 « 6 (1 - e ) where t time in seconds (315)
K K
The above analysis is based upon the presumption that the system
operates in the proportional control mode. Actually the hydraulic motor
staturates (reaches maximum pumping rate) quickly and so the possibility
of a limit cycle instability must be considered. The non linearity is
the same as the one in the harmonic gear analysis and so the values of
-
-
— are the same as before going from -1 to - 00 along the negative
eq
real axis. A first order system could not possibly intersect the trace
r 28]
of these values in a polar plot . Therefore a limit cycle is not
possible and the system is stable.
3.3.3.4 Discussion
In summary, the system has been shown to be heavily damped and as
a result its response is that of a simple time lag. Simple position
feedback has been shown to be satisfactory, and the systeir is stable in
all modes. The normal cause of limit cycle instability in ball bearing
screws is the backlash of the device, but this has been eliminated in
this system by the method of attachment of the ball nuts.
The use of ball bearing screws for steering engines in this torque
range is shown to be heavily dependent on the lifetime obtainable for
the device. In order to go to higher torques, the nominal radius R
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would have to be increased and perhaps another screw fitted to operate
in parallel with the first one. However, these arrangements have their
disadvantages and the increase in torque capacity would not be great.
Consequently it can be concluded chat in the light of present manufactur-
ing limitations and the requirement of designing for a twenty year life-
tine, the medium high torque range is the upper limit for the use of
ball bearing screws. It is to be noted in passing that if the lifetime
requirements were only that sufficient to ensure trouble free operation
during the normal overhaul cycle of from three to four years, these units
could be adapted to very high torque installations. The feasibility of
this scheme would necessarily depend upon a careful cost analysis.
3. 3. 4 Hydrostatic Bearing Devices
Hydrostatic bearings are a type of fluid film bearing in which the
lubricant is pumped under pressure into the clearance space between the
bearing surfaces. The formation of the fluid film therefore does not
depend on the relative speed of the bearing surfaces. Rather it is a
function of the rates of supply and leakage of the lubricant. There are
several effective methods now in practice of controlling and regulating
the flows in and out of the bearing depending on the requirements of
the application. The analytic equations for several geometries have
been solved including the radial thrust bearing, and a wide variety of
these bearings are available commercially. The bearing enjoys the same
high efficiency under load as other fluid film bearings, but the pump
which necessarily runs continuously absorbs power when there is nc load












IThe concept of the hydrostatic bearing can probably be adapted to
a steering engine design without too much difficulty. It is envisioned
that a screw could be threaded into a nut with the threads kept out of
contact by the film of hydros tatically pressurized lubricant. The idea
is similar to that of a ball bearing screw except that the balls be
replaced by an oil film. The efficiency would be markedly better than
a conventional screw although the dimensions would have to be somewhat
larger. This is because pumps and lubricant technology limit pressure
to the 5000 psi range, while hardened steel gear teeth may support
surface pressures well over 100,000 psi. However it must be remembered
that generally only a small percentage of the total tooth face area is
actually in contact in a conventional gear. It appears quite favorable
in comparison with the ball bearing screw, because it does not have any
fatigue lifetime restrictions. It would probably be comparable to the
ball screw efficiency, but it might easily be smaller and lighter. This
linear hydrostatic actuator could then be used in conjunction with some
standard mechanism, probably a rapson slide, to convert its output to
angular rotation. If a hydraulic pump-motor drive transmission were
used, there would be a readily available source of pressurized oil for
the bearing.
The idea could be extended to a worm and wheel application. It
would require some sort of supply manifold but this is not insurmountable,
However this design would be expected to have low torque capacity. This
is because only a small percentage of the wheel periphery is available
for contact area, and then this area can only be loaded to 5000 psi.
For this reason, the hydrostatic worm does not appear to have an
application In a steering engine.
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The developmental work required to make this concept a reality
appears to be modest. As previously mentioned, the analytic equation
for radial geometry has been solved and several styles of radial thrust
bearings are presently performing satisfactorily In a wide assortment
of commercial applications. What is required is an analysis to adapt
the two dimensional radial solution to a three dimensional continuous
helix. Then a working model would have to be constructed and tested
to verify the analytic results. It is clear that the solution of this
problem Is well within the capabilities of present technology, and
evolution of a practical design is certainly an avenue worthy of
exploration in the future. It is regretted that insufficient time was
available during the writing of this paper to do so.
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CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The direct acting electro-magnetic devices were shown to be non
competitive on the basis of an examination of their fundamental
characteristics. They operate most efficiently as high speed low torque
devices which is the diametric opposite of the requirements of a steer-
ing engine.
The electro-hydraulic machines were considered next, whenever
it was required to convert a linear actuator's output to rotary motion
of the rudder stock, the rapson slide was shown to result in the lightest
system because of its shorter length of travel. The weights for rapson
slides of various radii are estimated in Appendix V. These weights are
probably conservative because no consideration was taken of the weights
of bolts, foundations, and other assemblage details nor of the weight
of miscellaneous ancillary equipment. Further if a different design
arrangement were chosen, it is possible that the results would be some-
what at variance with Appendix V. However, it is felt that these
calculations do provide a good insight into the relative orders of
magnitude involved.
The weight equations for the hydraulic piston and cylinder were
shown to have an optimum pressure with respect to weight determined
by the parameter p/fo . The result of these calculations are shown in
y
Figures (VI) and (IX). It is noted that cylinder dimensions go down
dramatically as pressure is increased if reasonably high yield steel
is used. Although high pressures have caused difficulty in the past
due to formation of local shock waves, the piston and cylinder is expected
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the absence of control values. The weights have been calculated using
the suggested procedure and are reasonably accurate for a bare piston
and cylinder. Not considered were the weights of seals, foundations and
piping fittings. The summary of the weights of a hydraulic piston and
cylinder with a rapson slide for various values of R is as follows:
R«19 R-25 R-30 R-40 R-50
Rapson Slide 1791 1743 1672 1627 1637
Piston & Cylinder
(optimum p for fo
- 17,500 psi)
986 864 840 790 768
Hydraulic Pump 310 310 310 310 310
Drive Motor 360 360 360 360 360
3,4471bs 3,2771bs 3,1821bs 3,0871bs 3,0751bs
For a value of fa - 35,000 psi, pressure was limited to 5,000 psi by
practical considerations. Weights for the piston and cylinder are as
follows:
R-19 R-25 R-30 R-40 R-50
497 lba 466 lbs 437 lbs 386 lbs 384 lbs
It is noted that total weight decreases with increasing R which
at first implies the desirability of large values of R. However, space
is an important consideration particularly on a volume limited ship,
and therefore large R is not usually desirable. In this regard it is
noted that the amount of weight that can be saved by increasing R is
only a small percentage which may not be worthwhile to obtain.
A rotary vane actuator was shown to be applicable to the full
torque range of steering engines. It has the attraction of inherent
simplicity with fewer moving parts than any other system. The leakage
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far more importance is the weight of the cylindrical shell and the end
plates which account for the major part of the overall weight of the
system. An approach to optimizing this weight similar to the method used
for the piston and cylinder is suggested. The weights were calculated
to be as follows:
p - 3,000 pai p - 5,000 psi
Rotary Vane Actuator 7225 7479 lbs
Hydraulic Pump 110 110
A.C. Drive Motor 520 492
7,745 8,081
This weight may be over estimated since the optimization procedure
suggested above could reduce it somewhat. Although the weights of
bearings, seals, and fastenings, which are considerable, were not taken
into account, they are offset by weight saving refinements normally
incorporated in the design such as rib and ring stiffened end plates
and cylindrical shell.
Various gear reduction drives were surveyed and it was determined
that the harmonic gear is the most promising of these. The preliminary
investigation of this gear disclosed that deflection of the flexspline
by use of a radial arrangement of either hydraulic cylinders or electrical
solenoids was not feasible primarily because a power loss would release
the rudder to swing free. A bell shaped flexspline was chosen because
of its higher load capacity and a design was worked out. The weights
for this design are as follows:
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Harmonic Gear 6,140 lbs
Drive Gear Train 34 lbs
A.C. Motor plus Hydraulic Transmission 862 lbs
Drive Motor support platform 100 lbs
7,136 lbs
These weights are probably very accurate as they are based on
empirical data from the manufacturer. As a result they probably suffer
in comparison with other systems whose weights are not nearly so
accurately determined. The lifetime of the ball bearing races is an
area of concern. Although it was shown that a satisfactory life was
obtainable in this case, this may not be true for very much higher
torques. A simple proportional control system was shown to be
acceptable although some oscillation in the drive end may occur. The
great compliance of the gear produces such a low natural frequency for
the rudder that the possibility of vibrations of it and the hull become
a real possibility. This requires that a careful vibration investigation
of each particular rudder and ship system be performed prior to
installation of this device.
The use of ball bearing screws was investigated, and it was
determined that present manufacturing limitations restrict its use to
the low and medium high torque ranges. A design which included a
rapson slide was worked out which demonstrated that satisfaction of
the lifetime criteria is the major consideration of the design
calculation. Simple proportional control was shown to be acceptable.
Weights were calculated for the system as follows.















Ball Bearing Screw 870
Drive Gear Train 499
Hydraulic Transmission etc. 370
A.C. Drive Motor 410
3688 lbs
These weights are probably reasonably accurate and are quite valid
for relative comparisons with the other systems.
Finally the idea of a hydrostatic bearing device in the form of
a linear screw actuator was proposed. It was shown to be desirable as
a way of producing an efficient electro mechanical device which would
be free of anti-friction bearing lifetime considerations. Development
of this design appears to be technically feasible and the results promis-
ing. It could result in a smaller design than the ball bearing screw.
Some insight into the relative efficiencies of the proposals can
be gained by looking at the required horsepower of each drive motor.
Required Drive Power Installed Motor
Piston & Cylinder, Rapson Slide 35.0 H.P. 25 H.P.
Rotary Vane Actuator 40.1 H.P. 30 H.P.
Harmonic Gear 56 H.P. 40 H.P.
Ball Bearing Screw 40.1 H.P. 30 H.P.
Each drive motor is assumed to have an overload capacity of 50%
which Is available for the intermittant peak power requirements of a
steering engine.
Differences in the above figures are probably due to the differ-
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same hydraulic pump running at the same speed of 1750 rpm. Therefore




The major conclusion that emerges from this investigation is that
the hydraulic piston and cylinder working through a rapson slide is the
best steering engine. It has the lowest overall weight and the highest
efficiency of all the systems considered. The weight of the piston and
cylinder can be reduced drastically by using the suggested optimization
procedure to employ higher hydraulic pressures. The rapson slide is
superior to the tiller and linkage, and rack and pinion because of its
shorter length of travel.
The rotary vane actuator is attractive because of its inherent
simplicity, and it is applicable to the full range of rudder torques.
However, it is the heaviest of the systems considered. Some reduction
in weight can be expected if an optimization procedure is developed.
The harmonic gear is the most attractive of the possible gear
reduction drives. The bell shaped ball bearing actuated flexspline
configuration is considered to be the most suitable for this application.
Actuation of the flexspline by radially located hydraulic pistons or
electrical solenoids Is not feasible. The system is relatively heavy,
and it has the lowest efficiency of the group. The high compliance of
the gear makes the natural frequency of the rudder undesirably low which
introduces the possibility of rudder and hull vibrations.
The use of ball bearing screws is feasible but limited by manu-
facturing considerations from use in the high torque range. Ball bear-
ing life is the critical design factor. The system is quite light in
weight and has good efficiency.
-!
-
Development of a hydrostatic linear screw actuator Is technically
feasible and desirable.





It is recommended that the hydraulic piston and cylinder acting
through rapson slide be considered fir3t for a steering engine. The
suggested optimization process should be used to increase pressures
and lower the piston and cylinder dimensions and weight. If extreme
ruggedness and simplicity are required for some reason, then the rotary
vane actuator should be considered. In this event a weight optimization
study should be undertaken.
It is recommended that some effort be expended on the analytic and
experimental development of hydrostatic bearing devices to adapt them
to use in steering engines.
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CALCULATION OF CHARACTERISTICS OF REPRESENTATIVE RUDDER
Calculation Of Physical Inertias
Hub casting inertia
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For ease of calculation the stock is divided into four parts at
each abrupt change in diameter. These are numbered from the bottom up,
R?-R5
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For the inertias of Shell plating and stifferners
Long'l stiffeners aft. of stock
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Long'l stiffeners fwd. of stock
(A) X . 740 (34)
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Vertical Stiffeners.
The vertical stiffeners are numbered from the stock aft. as 1, 2,
3, 4 and from the stock forward as 01 and 02.
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STIFFNESS OF STOCK
The same sections of the stock as were used to calculate inertia
are used here.
.
ZlOL IML „ (5xl0«)(85)( 10 ) „ 8>05xl0-4 rad
U; W (l) R^-R^ (12x10°) (*) (1.40x100
G» (~~k " 5r r )K
2 1 (336)
T* T(53)A
6 v - -r-^2- - =
—
L£2 r - 2.17x10 m rad (337)w (2) (12xl0°)(6.4975xK>*
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—
jr- « 6.65x10 rad (333)
(3; (12x10°) (it) (1.24xHT)
Shaft section (4) does not contribute
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VIRTUAL INERTIA & VISCOUS DAMPING
Notation used is as follows 1







A- « Projected area
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Z Body force at hinge In z direction with respect: to body









R, « body radius






• -— where Jl = rudder length
A
f
U = ship speed
6 » angular displacement
6 = angular velocity
6 angular acceleration
use n =1 Theodorsen oscillatory correction coefficient
This equation transfers the moments and forces from the leading edge to
the point x C, from the leading edge.
2
Set [1 +—} =1R
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Now substitute the appropriate values into the above equations to
obtain the numerical values for inertia and damping.
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- 54,800 ft lb sec2
MJ 657,000 in lbf sec
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BALL BEARING FATIGUE LIFE CRITERIA
In two of the systems proposed, the problem arose of predicting the
expected lifetime of anti-friction bearings. That is, the system had
to be designed such that the expected lifetime was satisfactory. Ball
bearing fatigue life can be estimated with reasonable accuracy and in
general decreases in proportion to the cube of the load. In most ball
bearing applications the lifetime may be estimated by considering only
the maximum load condition. This is because the force is to the cube
power which quickly reduces the lifetime contributions from lower load-
ings to negligible values. The steering engine on the other hand operates
such a small proportion of the time at maximum load that its lifetime
calculation depends primarily on its operating conditions under light
loadings. In order to calculate this lifetime properly a load history
diagram is needed which plots hours of operation during a given period
versus percent load. The data for such a curve would have to be
gathered from records of underway operations in existing ships and is not
presently available. The curve on this design would then have to be
extrapolated to the expected lifetime of the ship popularly estimated
as twenty years. The weighted load life formula may now be used. For
the case of variable loading, constant speed, variable percentage
f 341
operating time, this formula is:
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where T , etc., are the fractions of the total operating time that the
load P. | etc. , is imposed.
One method of calculating the rating is to use the total life
history curve constructed from actual ship data. Integration of the
area under this curve (probably most conveniently done using Simpson's
Rule) will give the total operating lifetime required at the weighted
mean load to be calculated. Using this total lifetime, recalibrate the
vertical scale to read in percentage of total operating time. Now draw
p
3.33
a curve for (— ) on the same graph. By multiplying corresponding
max
points of these two curves, a third curve may be constructed. This
curve is now integrated, again by Simpson's Rule. The value of this
integral raised to the .3 power gives the mean weighted load. That is
the bearing must be capable of operating at this load for the total
operating lifetime calculated above.
In the absence of the data to perform the above calculation and
faced with the necessity of producing a reasonable estimate of lifetime
requirements for anti-friction bearings used in steering systems, the
f 341Bureau of Ships has evolved the following calculation
Assume that during the expected 20 year life of the ship that the
rudder operates at maximum load 4000 times for an average duration of
two minutes at each occurrence. Total time at maximum load is thus
8000 minutes. Next assume that two thirds load occurs a million times
for average durations of one minute each for a total of 1x10 minutes.
Finally assume one third loading occurs two million times for average
6durations of one minute each for a total of 2 x 10 minutes. Total
time of operation is then 3,000,000 min or 50,000 hours.
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The weighted mean load is now calculated.
P -P [.00267(1) 3 * 33 + 3.32(.667) 3,33 + 666(.333) 3 * 33 ]' 3
wt max ' J
-P [.00267 + .0364 + .0173]* 3 - P [.10637]* 3 (352)
max max
r • .si r
wt max
Thus the requirement is that the bearings be capable of operating for
50,000 hours at 51% of maximum load. It is apparent that this is a
conservative estimate intended to indicate what a reasonable value for
the lifetime should be. In the absence of more accurate data its use
will probably result in satisfactory bearing design.








CALCULATION OP HYDRAULIC PISTON AND CYLINDER CURVES
TABLE I












































-n+ Jf-^i- 1% + -5.]
P P ' * Ya Ya9 3
t t t
e . e _ e




t t t t
t "- 2 &Sd t"- 05 t-- 01
46.1 28 19 11.8 48.13 30.03 17.03 12.8
9.22 5.6 3.8 2.36 11.38 7.76 5.96 4.52
4.61 2.8 1.9 1.18 6.97 5.16 4.26 3.54
2.305 1.40 .95 .59 5.235 4.33 3.88 3.52
3.86 1.54 .93 .63 5.40 4.79 4.49 4.253
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DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS FOR
TILLER AND LINKAGE. RAPSON SLIDE.
AND RACK AND PINION
Consider the equations of operation of the tiller and linkage, the
rapson slide and the rack and pinion.
Tiller and Linkage
See Figure VIII for notation.
T - RF « RF^ cos(G + <j>) (353)
F - F cos<}» (354)
I p
Now in order to write the equation in terras of 8, , and I only, write
the equation for $.
d « R - R cos R(l-cos ) (355)
in m id
. d - R(l-cos0)
sintj) - | - -S j (356)
R[(l-cosQ )-(l-cosG)]
sin* - ~ ~ (cos0-cos0 ) (357)
Z X, ID
T - RF cos 4>cos ( 0+*) » FR cos<j>(cos6cos<f> - sin©sin<j>) (358)
P P
2 2











* RF [(1 r- (cosG - cos0 ) J )cos6
P t
2 m
- sla0 ~(cos0-cosO )yi - r—(cos6-cose ) 7 ] (361)
•Moo
altxv ,yIno I btx* , 8 ,6 lo airs
.if ioS

















" R cos£cos(8+<t>) ^ 363)
or in terms of 6 only
T
P m —
P R 2 2
J* 7 T" T* ")
[(1-(t) [cos8-cose ] )cos6-sin8 —(cos6-cos8 ) 1-(t) (cos8~cos8 ) ']
(364)
Rapson Slide
T - rF r
cos 8
but - - cosO (365)
RP
n T ?




- | sin9 (367)
travel « 2R tan 8 (368)
max s '
Analysis of Friction Forces in Rapson Slide





but F • fF and Ff fF where f is the coefficient of
1 2 sliding friction
- fF sinO (370)
F P cos8 + fF sin8 + fF sln6
P





















(n . >* -
1 " 1 _
then if use f « .1 from Rents handbook
P - F(cos + .2 sin )
P
-
~ (cos 2 8 + .2 sinOcosO) (372)
K
Rack and Pinion




- | tan * (374)
where 4> is the gear tooth pressure angle.
Compare the travels of the tiller and linkage, the rapson slide, and
the rack and pinion for the same maximum rudder torque, the same required
maximum piston force F and the same maximum rudder angle 6 35*.
p max
Tiller and Linkage
F " J 2 '* /oi.a\ v/here *- whe*i 6 - 35° - 6 (375)p R cos <J>cos ( 8+<$>) m





total travel - 2(R sin 35*)- |-^ -^v - p tan 35* - ~ (.7) (378)
P P P
Rapson Slide
F - - cos 8 (379)
p r m
r - ~- cos 35 # (380)
P
?T 7'T











?£ • „«-,9 »l8fl» ^sbbuT Diuralxaar ant bns Jelq ntumlxam
I » 1
(J8E) tr £ •» I Ib1o3
'-
Rack an d Pinion
r - |- (382)
P
total travel - ~ *2r - ~ * ~ - — 1.221 (383)
P P




Tiller and linkage - ~ (1) (384)
W
P
Uapson slide ~ (.48) use 6 - 37.45° (385)r F max
P
2T
Rack and pinion J* (1.57) (386)
P
On the basis of the total travels just computed, some conclusions
can be drawn about the merits of these three mechanisms when used in
conjunction with a hydraulic piston and cylinder. Since F is the same
in each case, the area of the hydraulic piston required to drive each
one is the same. The working length of the hydraulic cylinder must be
equal to the travel. Tnerefore in comparing travels, the lengths and
hence the weights of equal diameter hydraulic cylinders are compared.
It is apparent from the above calculations that the rapson slide has
the shortest travel, and therefore its use will result in the lightest
piston and cylinder. The reasons for thifl can be seen quickly by looking
at the rapson slide equations. Travel is directly proportional to the
nominal radius R. Because this device increases its effective lever
arm so quickly with 6, the required torque can be developed with a very
small nominal radius R. This In turn results in the low travel. Although
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the ripson slide will result in the lightest piston and cylinder, it is
important to note that at this point it is not clear that it will result




ESTIMATION OF WEIGHTS FOR RAPSON SLIDES
Hub Calculation
Torsional shear in the hub.
?T r *>T kr
ir(r -r7> r' (k -1) Trr, k -1 y
o i i i
r
k - — r » outer radius, r. Inner radius
r. o i
i
t » .65 a a « .3.5 o
y y max y
t - (.65) (.35)a - .227 o (388)
max y y
let r, - 12", r * 13
i o
*, (2) (5 x ID
6
) (13) 130 x 10
6




*- = 1— 52.4 x 10 « 5240 psi (389)
ir(13^ - 12*) ir. 79x10
Try 2 keys 2" deep
"(2
x 10 5
Load on 1 key » ji\ > « 2.08 x 10 it,s (390)
If a » 50,000, Max direct shear » (.6) (.35)0 - 2.10 a
» 10,500 psi (391)
5
2 08 x 10




« 10,500 where length of key
'-A
X - 9.92 in (392)
Let length be 12"
Bearing pressure »
~f~T£p~ " 17,300 (393)
Maximum allowable compression force (1.60) (.35) (50,000)-28,000
W hub - y
2










o ?C. - o 88. r











The hub weight Is really dependent on keying practice used because the
stress limit is shear across the. key. Since hub thickness in a constant
because it must accommodate the '<ey, hub length depends on key shear.
The number of keys cannot be increased because of 6h« oroble^u of load
distribution.
ll^Pson Slides for Various. Value s of Jfc
(The calculations are based on a value of fa » 17,500 psi.)
R - 10"
Minimal R for a 24" diameter stock is determined as follow*.
rudder stock radius 12"
hub thickness 2"
1/2 bearing pad JJ"
19"
- R (395)
r « ——?* 23.2", F %% }? 216,000 lbs - 108,000/beam(396)ecu jjy l. .j • /.
@ 2000 psi, bearing area 108 in2 - 10" x 10.8"




beam length I » (r + 1/2 bearing pad + l/4»)~ ~+ a«15.715" (398)
a « 14(1~\ A- —•) - 14(1-. 903) - 1.265", b « 10.465" a 5.25"
Shear at end « <103000)(10.465
2
) (t.^ + (2)(15 . 715)) . 57jl00 psl
2(15.715) J
Required total web thickness t (^unsoo) " • 408
" OW)
Required end plate thickness t
-
f« 3W173QQ) * -
593U
(A00 >
Bending moment (57,100) (15. 715) » 897000 ft lbs









-7 - 3 ea»' i I&3o3 bnlitpafl
.
- 3 i paH
'Tlbnsfl
, of web .
(.*os)(83 ) . ILJl
i. r o
12 18?>4





















' " ••" *n required
Bending moment - (108,000) (5.5) - .595 x 1Q6 in lb.
My (.595 x 10 ) (5)
a --*- 17500 *" : , v ** where y « distance from center
(r - r.) of gravity of cross section to
» outer fiber
625 . / m (.59 x 10
6
)(5)(2) m
i 00(17500) 1UM * Z




Area - (r* - rj?) - (25-22.7) - 7.2 in2
For bearing rigidity etc., let thickness be 1/2" instead of the 1/4"
allowable.
T 5 x 10




. 201,000 ._ _ . 2 .....
Area - —|*^g - 11.5 in (403)
Length travel + (clearances - yoke thickness)
2 R tan 37* + 5.25 sin 37* + 14 sin 37 # - 2"
- 28.6 + 3.16 + 8.42 - 2 length - 38.18" or 38 1/4" (404)
Crossbar
F_ - ~ sin 35* - 3 * * sin 35° - 124000 lbs.
tv r 5 . _
Length travel + 2 clearances








Bending moment M « r
—
m
(124000)(40 18) 2 (11.58)
. 866>000 . ln lb.
(51. 76)
2 2
Shear - ~~ (a +3b) - C1240Q0 > (40.18 ) [40. 18 + 3(11.58)]- 108,000 lbs
3
51. 76*
Use bearing face 8" wide by 1/2" thick stiffened transversely.
Required separation of flanges
2 ?






(4) (17500) 1Z ^U3;
Required web thickness - ,- ' l ! --> .515" (406)
Weight - web (.286) (.515)(11) (63.76) - 103
flanges 2(.286)(.5) (8) (63.76) - 146









2)(12) - (286) (v) (14 2 - 12 2 )(12)
Web -4y tdl - (4) (.286) (.408) (8) (15. 715)
s
Flanges - 8y t.(h-t)l - (8) (.286) (1.15) (5.09) (15.715)
9 X
End plate - 2y t hD - (2) (.286) (.593) (5.5) (28)










adX al. &8 «
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(2XT.?.X)( Jf * " d»W
(eXT.eX)(eO.?)(2 - aagnaX*
sSAXq bc3
awRsd XOI eianattlia ban a3aXX15 to* aonavoXXA
-158-
Bearing blocks - 2y (5.5) [(10) (12) - ir5
2
](2.86) (ll)(120-78.5) - 131 lbs
S
Crosshead pin y ir(r
2
-r
2 )4h - (2. 86) (n) (25-20.2) (22)
s o l
Yoke approximation same as bearing blocks
crosshead weight

















4ri"- 30.5 P « \% 1° - 164000 lbs - 82000/beam (409)COS J5 30 .
5
Bearing area - 82 in2 - 9" x 9.1", h - 4.5"
Pin dia. - 9", B - 11", d - ^~^ - 8.5" (410)




Shear „ (82000) (;0 ) [4. 75_(2)(14.75)3 44,200 psi
2(14.75^)
442000 Mfm (412)
Required end plate thickness » VY VVf
'
i750oV " •561" (413)
R.qulred , . <**"»)<"• 75 > <4 ' 25 > - 159
edl b*9d**crtOO m
e; ^sd ea ansa aolrJBfnixoiqqe »afoY




















Required flange thickness t f -
l^Li r- • 1.22" (414)
1 (4.5-.297)(2(3.75r)
Install crossplate of thickness 1.22 and h « 4.5
Crosshead pin » let thickness - 1/2", r - 9", height - 18" (415)
Bending moment » (82000) (4.5) - . 369 x 10 in lbs
m (.369 x 10
6












82000 82000 , _..
a
s
' FT* " TFZTT " 6,54° pslS
ir(4.5 -42 ) n* ,Z >
Rods, F - 5 *
10
* m 153000 lbs
p Z5
Area - yff^ - 8.75 in
2
(416)
Length - (2) (25) (tan 37 # ) + 4.75 sin 37* + 14 sin 37*-2
- 37.7 + 2.71 + 8.42-2 - 45.03" (417)
Crossbar
f
r - Ntf- sin 35 * " 9A '°00




























Bearing area « 47 - 7" x 7"
Use bearing face 7" x 1/2" thick
r, ^ 694,000 .,„ //1oNRequired separation x (3 c\ n 75001 11 (418)
. u ^1 1 85600Required web thickness prr? /1 7 c 0f)\ - .445" (419)
Weight - web (.286) (.445) (10) (72) - 92
flange 2(. 286) (.5) (7) (72) - 144




Flanges 8(. 286) (1.22) (4.203) (14.75) 173
Webs 4(.286)(.297)(8.5)(14.75) 43
Root section flanges 4 (.286) (1.22) (4.203) (6.5) 38
web 2(.286)(.297)(28)(6.5) 31
Cross plate 2(. 286) (1.22) (28) (4.203) 83
End plate 2(.286) (.561) (4.5)(28) 41
Stiffener and fillet allowance 35.
tiller 1006
Bearing blocks » 2(.286) (4.5)[ (9) (11) - *4.5
2
] 91
Crosshead pin - .286 (20.2-16)(18) 68
Yoke 91
crosshead 250














^T - 36.6", F - 5 *
*°
136,500 lbs - 68,250/beam
* cos35* " * » 36.6
(421)
Bearing area - 68.3 » 8" x 8.5", h - 4.25"









) - r-R 1/4" + bearing
- 36.6-30 + .25 + 8 - 14.85"
a - 4.25" (423)
b - 10.60"
2
Shear . (68,250) (10.60 ) [4#25 + 2(14#85)] . 39f800 psi
2(14,85)
t ,
39 f 800 253„ W24)C (9) (17500) *"J l^*'
39800
Required end plate thickness ,/
^SlVlVsooV " •'^ (425)
Required x . <39,800)<U.85)<4.5) . m





&&& 5- - 1.08" (426)














Install cross plate of thickness 1.08" and h » A. 25".
Now check to see if this flange and web are sufficient in the root section
Inertia - I web 280
I flanges - (4. 25-. 29) (1.08) (365) 1390
1670
M - (68,250) (36.6 - 14)




. 12>9Q0 pgi ^Qck3 0#K#
Crosshead pin t - 1/2" r » 4.0" h » 17"





* - 127,500 lbs
Area -
^fg2 - 7.3 in
2
(427)
Length - (2) (30) (tan 37°)+ 4.25 sin 37°+ 14 sin 37*2








sin 35* - 78,400 psi
Length - 45.2 + 2(2.44 + 8.42) 66.92" (429)
a - 56.06"
b » 10.86
M , (78 t00Q)<56.06)(10.86) (56<06 + 3(10#86)) . 72f700 psi
(66.92 )
Bearing area « 39.2 - 6" x 6.5"
Use bearing face 6" x 1/2" thick
SfiQ 000
Required separation x -
(3) ( [-f^ \
- U (430)
ib artz dew baft age?
dew I « alTxsnl
(M - d.d£)(0«,8d) -
«di . : -
„ \VAJ\ m -









'd eosi gniisad aeU
-ijfc-yrjqse ba?iupefl
163-
Required web thickness ,. . <(ijcnW\ " »378"
Weight - web (.286) (.378) (10) (70)




Flanges 8(. 286) (1.08) (A. 00) (1A.85)
Webs A(.286)(.253)(9)(1A.85)
Root section flanges 4(. 286) (1.08) (4.00) (12)
webs 2(.286)(.253)(28)(12)
Crossplate 2(. 286) (1.08) (A. 00) (28)
End plate 2(.286)(5.35)(A.25) (28)
Allowance for stiffeners and fillets
Bearing blocks - 2(.286)[ (8) (10)-rr4
2
](4.25)















































- 48.8", F - 5 .* 1° = 102,500 lbs » 51,250/beam (433)
cos35 48.8
Bearing area » 5.2 x 7" x 7.5"
Pin dia. - 7", - 9", d - &~ - 9.5" h - 3.75" (434)
i
x




51 i 250 )( 12 » 30 ) [3.75 + 2(16.05)] - 33,600 psl
2(16.05)
' - (9.5H175OO) * - 203
" (436 >
Required thickness - ,r ycwfycQflN " •Sll" (437)
Required x . <33600)<16.03)<4.75) m w
! of web „ (.203) (9.
5
3
) „ 14.51 r
12 U25







Install crossplate of thickness 1.04" and h of 3.75".
Check at root
Inertia I web « 370
I flanges - (1.04) (3. 75-. 203) (365) -1347
1717
M - (51,250) (48. 8 - 14) - 1,785,000 in lbs
(178500)(14)
„ u>500 psi
Crosshead pin, t - 1/2" r = 3.5" h - 15" stresses O.K.
o p
fa ,"9 - a t"T - .*lb nH


















„,_ . u ji (51 250) (5.625) (3. 5) (2) Q onn .Check bending a « •* **: 1"3" "a*" - 9,300 psl
w(3.5* - 3*)




.765 - 95,500 lbs
* p R A0
Area -
^
ZJ~ - 5.45 in
2 (439)
Length - (2) (40) (tan 37*) + (3. 75) (sin 37*) + 14 sin 37° - 2
60.3 + 2.26 + 8.42 - 2 » 68.98 - 69" (440)
nu i v , m » EA
2
( )(30 x 106 )(4.8) 2





,q o° sin 35* - 58,700 lbsR 48.8
Length 60.3+2 (2.26 + 8.42) - 81.66" (441)
a « 70.98"
b - 10.68"
M m (58700) (70.98
2




Shear - (53 t 700) (70.98 ) [70#98 + 3 ( 10 .68)] » 56,200 psi
81.66
J
Bearing area 29.4 - 5" x 6"
Use bearing face 5" x 1/2" thick
Required separation x » (2^5U17 500) " ll
" (442)
Required web thickness - / 1nn7500 ) " • 293
" (*43>
Wei glit - web (.286) (.293) (10) (94) 79



















Flanges 8(.286)(1. 04) (3.547) (16.05) 136
Webs 4(.286) (.203) (9.5) (16.05) 36
Root section flanges 4(. 286) (1.04) (3.547) (22 .5) 95
webs 2(.286)(.203)(28)(22.5) 73
Cross plate 2(. 286) (1.04) (3.547) (2*0 60
End plate 2(. 286) (.511) (3. 75) (28) 31
Allowance for stlffeners and fillets 35
tiller 1023




crosshead pin - .286 ir(3.5 -3")15 44
Yoke 53
crosshead 150










y - 61.1", F - 81,900 lbs - 40,950/beam (445)
Bearing area 40.95 - 6" x 6.75"
Pin dia 6.75", B - 8.75", d - 28"^' 75 - 9.625" h - 3" (446)
,d»W
S3*X q 880*0
» d8S. » niq DB.'jfJKRoto
I / to p
3,8 (1880*3
I!.
»»d\Cr'^ HA -"« ;,/.! OOP -19 - 1 "l.Jd »
-i — • - «« "*
-167-






950 ) C 1
^
375 ) [ 3 .625 + 2(18.10)] - 28.400 pal
2(18.10)'
t m —
28A00 16g„ ( ,
.
g.
(9.625) (17500) ,lOT ^*}
Required end thickness - - -
•
- "- » .541" (449)
Required I - (28W) (18. 10? (4.812) - HI








Required flange thickness t f
'•
x— » .978" (450)
r (3~.169)(2(4.812'i ))
Install cross plate of thickness .978" and h of 3"
Check at root
3
Inertia I web - < ,16^<
28 ?
- 309
I flanges - .978(3-. 169) (365) - 1010
1319
M- (40950) (61. 1-14) - 1,930,000 in lbs
-
d.930,000)<14) . 22t500 Not acceptable
Required I - 1550
I web 309
1241
Required flange thickness t f «















Crosshead pin t - 1/2", r - 3.375", h - 13.5"
o p
Check bending o - (*0950) (4.5)(3.375> <2) .^ „ ,
(3.375 - 2.875 )
Rods P \ f • 5 *Q-
If)
.765 - 76,500 lbs
Area - |f~~ - 4.38 in 2 (452)
Length - (2) (50) (tan 37*) + 3.625 sin 37* + 14 sin 37# - 2






















sin 35 # - 47,000
Length - 75.3 + 2(2.18 + 8.42) - 96.5" (454)
a « 85.9"
b - 10.6"







) [B59 + 3(10>6)] m „ m
96.5
Bearing area - 23.5 « 5" x 5"
Use bearing face 5" x 1/2" thick




Required web thickness -
.^^ -
.282" (456)
Weight - web (.286) (.293) (8) (108) 73



















Flanges 8(.286) (1.12)(2. 831) (18. 1) 131
Webs 4(.286)(. 169) (9.625) (18.1) 34
Root section flanges 4(. 286) (1.12)(2. 831) (32.725) 119
webs 2(.286)(.169)(28)(32.725) 89
Crossplates 2(. 286) (1.12) (2.83) (28) 51
End plates 2(. 286) (.541) (3) (28) 26
Allowance for stlffeners and fillets 45
tiller 1057
2
Bearing blocks - 2(.286) (8.75) (6. 75-* 6, J
5
) (3) 40























Rack and Pialon Calculation
Obtain Min dia from K factor calculation
u m
+ l











if limit face width to 1.5 d, can solve for d
,3 (2) (5 x 10
6
) „ ,ftnd
" (1.5)(100) " 66 ' 700
d - 40" (459)
F - 60"
Minimum R = 20











J - .36-18 teeth P - —
d



















J (l>25) _J (1.0X2.0)
dl.O




(10 x 10 )(1.25)(2.0)
T




- 1o tan 20
- 91,000 lbs (461)
2
@ 2000 psi bearing area 45.5 in
Without performing any calculation it can be seen that a gear five
feet high and forty inches in diameter will be too heavy. The fa chosen
is probably the cause of these stuoendous proportions as much higher
values are normally used in gear design. However, this is the same
yield used in calculating the weights of the other systems. If high
yield steels were used, and if the required torques were lower more
competive dimensions would result.
Tiller and Linkage
The tiller and linkage can be analysed by comparing it to the
rapson slide components. The tiller arm would be lighter because it
could be of a more efficient shape. In place of the cross bar and rods
there is the linkage arm. It is difficult to tell much about it since
selection of its length is arbitrary. However, it must carry a much
heavier load than the rapson slide and hence it must have a reasonably
heavy section. The linkage may be a little lighter than the slide but
it is much more cumbersome. Further more it is doubtful if the
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Calculation of Piston and Cylinder Weights
For first calculation select a steel with tensile yield strength






3 (17500) (19 3 )
From graph Figure IX optimum
.21 P • 3,670 (462)
fa opt
C 4.75 where C„ is the nondimensional weight
w .




For two cylinders 822 lbs
20% allowance for foundations etc. 164 lbs
Total 986 lbs (46 3)
R - 25
T 5 x 10
.0183
fa R














times 2 » 720 lbs
times .20 144 lbs
(464)

























times 2 « 700 lbs
times .20 - 140 lbs
Total 840 lbs
















times 2 = 658 lbs
times .20 - 132 lbs
total 790 lbs




































times 2 a 640 lbs
times .20 a 128 lbs
total 768 lbs (471)
For second calculation choose a high strength 3teel with a tensile
strength of 100,000 psi. Then fa « 35000 psi. By doubling fa it can
be seen that the optimum pressures have been doubled. However they now
exceed the maximum practical limit of 5000 psi. The method of calculation
that must be used now 13 to enter the graph with the value of p/fo for
5000 psi and at the appropriate cross curve pick off weight.




-4.77, « . lA^zmpaai
times 2 414
times .20 - 83
total 497 lbs (472)
I - 25 C - 4.47, W - <*•*?) (1515000) „ 19A/.d u
w
< </ w 35000
times 2 - 388
times .20 78
total 466 lbs (473)
V ".
x.z
1 miMVi <998 90*
• i8< BfiB 9ri3 b 993X9




R - 30 C„ - 4.20. « - (A-20K1315000) . m
times 2 - 364
times .20 -
__73
total 437 lbs (474)




times 2 - 330
times .20 » 66
total 396 lbs (475)
*n n • 1 it (3. 7) (1515000) „.-R - 50 C
w
- 3.7, W - g^ - 160
times 2 « 320
times .20 64
total 384 lbs (476)
Calculation of Pump Capacity and Drive Motor Horsepower
R « 19 F • 201,000, A - 54.8, travel 26.6
P
flow rate <
54 - 8)(26 - 6 )
. 48#6 in 3 /se c x 4.329 x 10~
3 **L
JU in J
60 sec ,_ ,
Requires 33.2 H.Fv15 Assume a 5% friction loss in the cylinder - 35 HP
(477)
R « 25, F 153,000, A - 46.8, travel 35
flow rate - 54.6 - 14.2 gpm, 30.0 HP - 34.8 HP (478)
R - 30, F - 127,500, A 39.6, travel 42
flow rate - 55.5 - 14.4 gpm, 32.8 HP, 34.5 HP (479)






"01 x CS£.A oI5
: wol*
- S3B*
:.£ - ' - * .OA - fl
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flow rate - 59.2 15. A gpra, 32.1 MP, 33.8 IIP (480)
R - 50, F - 76,500 lbs, A - 25.7, travel 70
flow rate - 60 - 15.6 gum requires 32.0 HP, 33.7 HP (481)
Weights may new be determined
25 UP A.C. 3 phase motor (overload to 37.5 HP) 360 lbs
Hydraulic pinup (Hydreco Model 45) 110 lbs





CALCULATION OF CONSTANTS FOR HYDRAULIC TRANSMISSION
naQ
Q . . . • n V x » k x where x is the angular displacement of
^ideal 2 p _. . , ft , _ .;_.the motor control shaft. [19]
(483)
" Q. - Q
T
- Qr = volume delivered to motor (484)
QT » KLPwhera K, total ourap and motor leakage (485)
- D (486)
Ti m m
Q_ " may be neglected. Although pressure is very high there
is very little fluid present in the system.
D 8 - K x - K_P (487)
m m p L
but PQ » T G
n mm
6 T




hD0 -K x-r^T=C x - -~ T (489)mmpDpDmm
Constants for Pump
Q. - 33.6 gpm at x - 14°
l eK max





p x (14) (60) sec degree sec radian
Q. 33.6 « 515 x where x is in radians
i x
max
Q - 33.6 - 32.4 gal @ 4000 psi
- 1.2
^p - Mo - - 0003 *W " - 001155 iTs4 (491)













CT .00385 + .001155 - .005005 (492)





D - .0021 «*•« .772 ^ (493)
m rev rad
T151Constants for Motor ( con3 1 ant vo 1 ume
)





K_ „ A „ anl B*l in , x ^31 In win 00 ,8 - in
^M 4000 * 001 lbf ' tnin X gal X 60 sec *° J3H5 lb sec
(494)
!<_,, could more accurately be represented as a function of
motor speed at speed, Q = 2 gpm
H N
QL (2 gpm + Y750 x 2 SP™) 2 gpm (1 + -["750) where N»motor rpm
Damp! n g Cal cu 1ation
60 HP in, 163 ft lbs out § 1500 rpm
^ump « 32.8 gpm @ 2760 psi
33.6 34
pump leakage (-) 32.8 motor leakage (-) 31 .
5
.8 gpn 2.5 gpm
leakage HP - 3 ' 3 *
al 231 ^ 2™ lb3 H 3.3xl0"5HP makages ^ 12 in ft lbs/mln ^-^^in (496)
1500 rev n rad -5 IP
theoretical HP - . -~ --±^i 163 lb ft 3.03x10 "



















Pamping HP - 60 HP - 5.31 HP - 46.6 HP - 8.09 HP (408)
12
Damping torque - 8.09 HP r 339 In lbs
3.03x10 2*1500
Damping constant
o-in j it. i / f 1500 rev 2irrad _jnin_, 01 ^ i ,. D339 in lbs x l/[ : 77: J - .216 in lb sec » B
min rev 60 sec m
(499)
Est. motor inertia 5" dia 5" long
J - 1.15 x 10~
3
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